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Resumo

O fogo é um processo ecológico intrı́nseco à dinâmica de muitos ecossistemas. No
entanto, nas últimas décadas, a ocorrência de incêndios de grandes dimensões, tem
chamado a atenção de gestores, cientistas e sociedade, para a ameaça de incêndios ca-
tastróficos. Compreender o que determina a propagação do fogo, constitui a melhor
forma de identificar áreas de maior risco, estabelecer prioridades de protecção e gerir
a paisagem de forma a aumentar a sua resiliência. O principal objectivo deste traba-
lho é explorar as relações entre fogo, vegetação, topografia e meteorologia à escala da
paisagem. Foi avaliada a existência de padrões espaciais de orientação dos perı́metros
de fogo em duas regiões de clima de tipo mediterrânico, recorrendo à análise de com-
ponentes principais e estatı́stica circular, tirando partido de 31 anos de mapas de áreas
ardidas em Portugal e 100 anos de mapas de áreas ardidas na Califórnia. Adicional-
mente, utilizou-se regressão por quantis para avaliar a relação entre a dimensão dos
fogos e a selectividade fogo em relação aos diferentes tipos de combustı́vel, em Por-
tugal. Os resultados obtidos reforçam a importância das condições meteorológicas
como principais condicionantes do fogo à escala da paisagem, nas áreas de estudo
consideradas.

Palavras-chave:
Portugal; Califórnia; Estatı́stica Circular; Regressão Quantı́lica; Componentes Princi-
pais; Determinantes do Fogo; Vegetação; Meteorologia; Topografia
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Title: Environmental determinants of some spatial fire patterns in mediterranean
type regions

Abstract

Fire provides a fundamental ecological function to many ecosystems. Neverthe-
less, in the past decades, the occurrence of very large, severe fires, has called for at-
tention from managers, scientists and society in general. Understanding fire drivers
constitutes an important step to identify regions of higher risk, establish priorities for
protection, and manage the landscape to increase its fire resilience. The main goal of
the present work is to explore relationships between fire, vegetation, topography and
meteorology at landscape scale. It applies principal component analysis and circular
statistics to determine the existence of spatial patterns in fire perimeter orientation,
in two mediterranean climate regions, relying on a 31-year fire atlas for Portugal and
100-year fire atlas for California. Additionally it applies quantile regression to evalu-
ate the relationship between fire size and fire selectivity towards different land cover
types, in Portugal. The results presented here reinforce the importance of meteoro-
logical conditions as the primary driver of fire spread, at landscape scale and in the
regions considered.

Keywords:
Portugal; California; Circular Statistics; Quantile Regression; Principal Components;
Fire Drivers; Fuel; Meteorology; Topography
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The natural basis for a fire regime is alternation between moist conditions that
promote biomass production, and drought conditions that allow biomass to burn. The
mediterranean climate provides a text-book example of such an environment (Keeley
et al., 2012). Typical mediterranean climate alternates wet and cool winters, with pro-
longed summer droughts, characterized by low atmospheric humidity, high temper-
ature and strong, dry winds (Chandler et al., 1983). In many mediterranean climate
regions natural ignitions, such as lightning, are common, while in others ignitions are
almost exclusively from human origin (Stephens, 2005; Syphard et al., 2007; Slocum
et al., 2007). Mediterranean type vegetation has evolved under climatic conditions
favorable to the outbreak of fires and therefore has become xerophilous, drought re-
sistant and highly flammable (Chandler et al., 1983).

Mediterranean type climates occur in all five continents, in areas extremely
distant from one another: southern Europe, northeastern Africa around the Mediter-
ranean Sea, California and northern Baja California in North America, part of Chile in
South America, the southwest tip of South Africa and, southwestern and southeastern
parts of Australia (Chandler et al., 1983). In all these regions anthropogenic pressure
has shaped the landscape and fire regimes since milenia (Pyne, 2009; Bowman et al.,
2009). In pre-Columbian California, Chile and primitive Australia fire was used by
indigenous people as a tool for managing the land, hunting and war (Pyne, 2006). In
southern Europe - from Portugal to Greece - the landscape was a complex mosaic of
agricultural crops and pastures (Pyne, 2006). Also here, fire was used as tool to control
weed species, clear agricultural lands and renew pastures (Pyne, 2006).

Today, while there are significant differences among mediterranean climate re-
gions around the world, they all share an increase over the past decades in fire fre-
quency, and a surge in large, severe, catastrophic fires (Pausas, 2004; Pereira et al.,
2006; Westerling et al., 2006; Pausas and Fernández-Muñoz, 2012). In southern Eu-
rope, and particularly in the Portuguese context, land cover and land use changes
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coupled with demographic shifts from rural areas to urban centers partially explains
the increase in fire hazard over the past 30-50 years (Moreira et al., 2001, 2011). Hu-
man exodus from rural areas, and consequently the abandonment of agricultural and
pastoral practices led to the conversion to shrublands or afforestation of areas that
were previously covered with annual crops, vineyards, orchards and pastural lands
(Moreira et al., 2001). Conversion from this heterogeneous mosaic of agricultural land
cover to continuous patches of tall shrublands and woodlands, led to increase of fuel
loads, flammability and consequently fire hazard. Disorganized and inefficient fire
suppression techniques concurrent with years of extreme fire weather also account for
the increase in fire frequency and annual burnt area, over the last decades in Portugal
(Moreira et al., 2011).

On the other hand, in other mediterranean regions, such as California, there are
still wild uninhabited territories much of which is public land, and the focus of a vig-
orous fire suppression policy since the beginning of the nineteenth century (Stephens
and Ruth, 2005). In the California mixed conifer forest, the highly successful exclusion
of fire from wildland areas led to fuel acumulation to levels capable of sustaining very
large, high severity fires, ignited by lightning or by human activity (Minnich et al.,
1995; McKelvey et al., 1997; Miller et al., 2009). In southern California, where veg-
etation is dominated by fire-prone chaparral, population encroachment in scattered
dwellings, delineates a continuously expanding wildland-urban interface (Radeloff
et al., 2005). While the probabilities for large fires in this area have not increased,
mostly due to fire suppression, there was an increase in fire frequency concurrent
with human population growth (Moritz, 1997; Keeley et al., 1999). This coexistence
between people and fire has contributed to increase the risk of catastrophic fires with
high socioeconomic impacts (Keeley et al., 2004; Syphard et al., 2007, 2009; Keeley
et al., 2009).

Under these circumstances, there has been a growing awareness of the dele-
terious environmental and socioeconomic impacts of wildfire (Bowman et al., 2009).
The increase in fire size and fire severity in all vegetated continents has caught pub-
lic attention and raised fundamental questions about the nature and consequences of
these events (Pausas et al., 2008). Nonetheless, growing awareness of negative fire ef-
fects on biodiversity, human health and economy, underlies the lack of understanding
of the intrinsic and unavoidable role of fire in many ecosystems (Bond and Keeley,
2005; Bowman et al., 2009). The need to reintroduce wildfire in many wilderness land-
scapes and, moreover, to accept fire as natural and unavoidable ecosystem process is
well documented (Agee, 2002; Brown et al., 2004; Bowman et al., 2009; Pyne, 2009).
However, as the interface between settlements and wildland becomes more extensive,
encouraging fire restoration becomes a more sensitive, contentious and constrained
issue (Gill and Stephens, 2009; Miller et al., 2011).

Wildfire, either as a physical process or as natural disturbance, has both con-
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trols and ecosystem impacts that vary across multiple scales of time and space (Falk
et al., 2007; Peters et al., 2004, 2007). Fire is a a contagious disturbance, because its
intensity depends directly on interactions with the landscape (Mckenzie et al., 2011b).
However, while fire events occur over time spans of days to months, ecosystem re-
sponse can take decades to centuries to unfold. Ecosystem response, both in pattern
and process, will interact with fire and create a feedback between fire and landscape
that is strong and ecosystem-specific (Mckenzie et al., 2011b). Fire effects on the land-
scape illustrate such interaction. Fire consumes biomass as it spreads, creating a patch
mosaic of burned area that will affect subsequent fires. The heterogeneity of such
mosaic reflects a landscape pattern resulting from the variability in fuel distribution
(type, load and connectivity), local topography and micro scale meteorology (Miller
and Urban, 1999; Viedma, 2008; Mckenzie et al., 2011b).

While spatial and temporal patterns of ignitions are controlled by lightning
patterns and human activities, fire growth and behavior is mostly a function of bio-
physical variables, weather, fuel and topography, often represented as the fire envi-
ronment triangle (Pyne et al., 1996). Interactions between these variables and with fire
itself determine the characteristics and behavior of a fire at any given moment. The
relative importance of each fire triangle component varies across a range of time and
space, thus determining changes in fire behavior in both space and time (Falk et al.,
2011).

At the spatial scale of a single fire event, spread rate and direction, will be
controlled by local topography, weather, spatiotemporal variation in the amount, con-
dition and distribution of fuel and the existence of barriers to fire spread (Heyerdahl
et al., 2007; Kellog et al., 2008; Gill and Taylor, 2009; Parks et al., 2011). This site-
specific influence, also known as bottom-up fire control, combines to create the fire
environment that determines fire behavior. Beyond the reach of a single spreading
fire, regional climate and land use are primary top-down fire drivers, that promote
synchrony or interrupt fire occurrence at regional or broader scales (Heyerdahl et al.,
2007; Gill and Taylor, 2009; Parks et al., 2011).

Interaction between top-down and bottom-up fire controls frames the central
challenge in understanding fire regimes, which summarize the aggregate properties
of multiple fire characteristics to a specific ecosystem (Miller et al., 2011). The strength
of this interaction may vary as a function of the scale of study (Peters et al., 2004; Falk
et al., 2007; Parisien and Moritz, 2009; Parisien et al., 2010; Slocum et al., 2010; Falk
et al., 2011), and non linear fire-environment relationships further limit the ability to
isolate the relative influence of a specific control (Kasischke et al., 2002; Schoenberg
et al., 2003; Peters et al., 2004; Parisien and Moritz, 2009).

Climate and vegetation are the main contributors to fire proneness of mediter-
ranean regions, though it is not clear the relative importance of their roles or mecha-
nisms of their interaction across different spatial and temporal scales (Chandler et al.,
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1983; Keeley et al., 2012). Identifying fundamental fire drivers and understanding
their interactions is of key importance to characterize fire regimes in mediterranean, as
well as other regions, and entails significant implications for land management prac-
tices and fire prevention and suppression policies (Keeley et al., 2004; Moreira et al.,
2009; Keeley et al., 2009).

Research on landscape drivers of fire regimes in California has fueled the de-
bate over the role of weather vs fuels (Keeley, 2006), but those arguments can eas-
ily be adjusted to other mediterranean regions (Fernandes et al., 2012; Pausas and
Fernández-Muñoz, 2012). If for a specific region, the dominant fire regime is charac-
terized by fuel driven fire events, fire hazard will be a function of fuel age. In such
case, it is reasonable to assume that fuel management practices removing or reduc-
ing hazardous vegetation types, may effectively provide some protection regarding
high intensity fires (Minnich, 1983, 1995, 2001). On the other hand, if the regional
fire regime is dominated by occurrence of extreme fire weather, it will increase the
likelihood of large and severe fires, regardless of fuel type or age (Keeley et al., 1999;
Keeley and Fotheringham, 2001; Moritz, 2003; Keeley and Zedler, 2009). In such case,
it is likely that broad-scale fuel treatments are ineffective and fire management policies
should focus resources in fire prevention, attempt to minimize ignitions and prioritize
fuel treatments in the wildland-urban interface (Moritz et al., 2004, 2010). Despite
the importance of understanding the importance of key fire drivers in fire regimes,
the quantification of their unique contribution can be challenging due to multi-scale
temporal and spatial relationships between drivers and their cross-scale interactions
(Parisien and Moritz, 2009; Slocum et al., 2010; Parks et al., 2011; Parisien et al., 2011).
Pausas and Fernández-Muñoz (2012) analyzed 130 years of fire history in the mediter-
ranean basin and concluded that in the region fire regime had a major shift circa 1970
from which fires increased in both annual fire frequency and area burned. The authors
argued that the main driver of this shift was the increase in fuel load and continuity
due to rural abandonment. Their results also suggested that prior to 1970 fires where
mostly fuel-limited and poorly related with climatic conditions. After 1970, fires be-
came less fuel-limited and more drought-driven, thus suggesting a shift in the main
driver for fire activity (Pausas and Fernández-Muñoz, 2012).

One of fire ecology’s fundamental research needs is to improve our under-
standing on the nature of fire controls (Cushman et al., 2006; Mckenzie et al., 2011a).
If we can infer controls on fire regimes, we’ll be able to better predict how fire-prone
landscapes may change, as the controls change. This is an essential step to support
successful landscape management interventions. There is no such thing as a forest
immune to fire (Agee, 2002). Furthermore, it is now clearer than ever the paradox in-
herent to fire suppression, that the more intensely forests are protected from fire, the
worse the problem may become (Butry et al., 2001; Stephens, 2005; Pyne, 2009). There-
fore, no management or preservation plan will be successful unless it recognizes and
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incorporates fire as elementary ecosystem process. It is necessary to find solutions
that work across boundaries and that anticipate the scientific and social challenges
that the combination of global climate change, increase human population and land
use changes, impose on fire ecology and fire management (Milar et al., 2007; Moritz
and Stephens, 2008; Miller et al., 2011).



CHAPTER 2

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS

The present thesis focuses on fire-environment relationships at the landscape scale
in two mediterranean type regions - Portugal and California. Its main goal is to im-
prove understanding of the relative role of fire controls, framed by the challenge of
incorporating such knowledge into landscape management. It unfolds around two
underlying research questions:

— What can we learn from past fire spatial patterns?

— How can we incorporate such information in support of landscape management
strategies for fire prevention and fire effects mitigation?

Herein, four studies are presented, three of which focused on Portugal, taking
advantage of a 31-year fire atlas, and a fourth one, relying on a 100-year fire atlas of
California. Having the landscape as spatial scale for all analyses, the common ob-
jective among these studies is to draw significant relationships between fire spatial
patterns and fire controls, specifically, weather, topography and land cover.

In the first study (Chapter II, section 2.1) we assess the existence of fire perime-
ter orientation patterns at landscape scale, in Portugal, between 1975 and 2005. The
objective is to identify, at watershed level, the existence of preferential fire orienta-
tion, as opposed to a uniform distribution of fire perimeter orientations. This is done
by applying principal component analysis to compute the orientation of each fire in
the 31-year Portuguese fire atlas (Davis, 1986; Luo, 2005). Due to the circular nature
of the data, hypothesis tests based on circular statistics were applied to determine
whether fire perimeter orientation in each watershed had a significant mean orienta-
tion, against the alternative that any orientation is equally probable (Fisher, 1993).

The analysis was conducted at the watershed scale to provide topographic
support for the interpretation of the results, and potential incorporation into land-
scape fuel management programs. It is hypothesized that the existence of preferential
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fire perimeter orientation, at landscape scale, may be due to synoptical weather pat-
terns, coupled with macro scale topographic features. Hence, this analysis is aimed at
searching for evidence of the effect of wind and topography as top-down fire controls.

Secondary objectives were to determine if preferred fire orientation varied as
function of fire season severity and to search for evidence of topographic alignment
between fire orientation and major valley in each watershed. In watersheds where
fire perimeters have historically been aligned according to an specific axis, it is likely
that such spatial pattern of orientation may reflect the influence of wind as primary
top-down control on fire spread. On the other hand, whenever patterns of orientation
are random, it is possible that local scale fire drivers exert stronger control.

The second study presented in this thesis (Chapter II, Section 2.2) follows closely
the methodology presented in Chapter II, Section 2.1 to investigate landscape patterns
of fire perimeter orientation in California between 1910 and 2010.

The occurrence of foehn wind, a high speed, dry and hot wind is a common
aspect in mediterranean regions throughout the world (Chandler et al., 1983). In
southern Europe they are the tramontana, and in France, mistral. In Morroco, Algeria
and Tunisia, hot and dry winds blowing from the Sahara desert are known as sirocco,
while in Greece they are known as bora (Chandler et al., 1983). In southern California
they are called SantaAna (Raphael, 2003; Westerling et al., 2004; Moritz et al., 2010).
Throughout the mediterranean-type regions, the largest and most destructive fires oc-
cur during foehn outbreaks (Chandler et al., 1983; Keeley et al., 2009; Moritz et al.,
2010). Therefore, it is expected that geographic patterns of fire orientation in distinct
mediterranean regions may exhibit evidence of top-down wind control, at landscape
scale.

Results from these analyses sustain important landscape management impli-
cations. Basic principles of fuel management treatments include reducing surface fu-
els, increasing height to live crown and decreasing crown density (Agee and Skinner,
2005). The objective of fuel treatments is to reduce torching and crown fire potential
and therefore provide a window of opportunity to facilitate fire control and contain-
ment (Agee and Skinner, 2005). During a given fire event, landscape scale effectiveness
of fuel treatments will be determined by its location, design and level of suppression
effort. Fire behavior modeling and field observations show that treatment effective-
ness is higher when fuel treatment intersect fire in the heading direction (Finney, 2001;
Finney et al., 2007). Under the assumption that fire perimeter orientation allows infer-
ence on fire spread direction, it is possible to map average historical fire travel paths, at
watershed level. Such information may be incorporated into fuel treatment design in
order to maximize its effectiveness. From a fire suppression operational stand-point,
identifying locations of potential fire-topography interaction contributes to increase
the safety of firefighting personnel (Viegas, 2006, 2004; Viegas and Simeoni, 2011).
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In Chapter II, Section 2.3 is presented a study in which a nonparametric inde-
pendence test for directional-linear data is developed and applied to the original data
from Section 2.1. The main objective of the test application to data in Section 2.1, is
to identify watersheds where there is evidence of independence between fire orien-
tation and fire size. This was done in two distinct settings: 1) in a two-dimensional
case where independence is tested for fire size (linear) and fire orientation (circular)
as calculated in Section 2.1 and 2) in a three-dimensional approach where the circular
variable is represented by two angles - one representing fire orientation and the other
measuring the mean slope of the fire perimeter, hereafter referred to as inclination. For
each fire perimeter, the inclination is calculated through principal component analysis
applied to the X, Y coordinates and elevation value of each vertex in the fire perime-
ter. It is expected that inclination would provide an indication of the fire topographic
position, theoretically varying from 0◦ for flat terrain to a maximum of 90◦ for vertical
slope, with intermediate values representing increasingly steeper slopes. While the
core of this work is within the field of circular statistics, application of the indepen-
dence test to the Portuguese fire orientation data provides support for the orientation
analysis conducted in 2.1. A limitation of the fire perimeter orientation analysis con-
ducted for Portugal and California is that it relies on fire counts, disregarding fire size.
Testing for independence between fire size and orientation allows us to identify lo-
cations where independence can be rejected (at a desired significance level), which
suggests that using an event based approach is very likely to generate results different
from those of an area-based approach.

The fourth study of this thesis is focused on the relationship between land
cover and fire, described through the concept of fire selectivity (Chapter II, Section
2.4). The concept emerges from the metaphor introduced by Bond and Keeley (2005),
who compared fire to a herbivore, and follows closely common animal ecology meth-
ods and concepts from resource selection analysis (Manly et al., 2010). Fire is con-
sidered selective if it burns through a certain land cover typer disproportionally to
its local abundance. Positive selectivity, or preference, occurs when the proportion of
land cover consumed is higher than availability, whereas negative selectivity, or avoid-
ance, results from proportion of consumed land cover being smaller than proportion
available (Manly et al., 2010).

Fire selectivity towards land cover types, also referred to as land cover prone-
ness to burn, has been shown to occur in Portugal, Spain, Italy, Switzerland and
Canada (Cumming, 2001; Nunes et al., 2005; Moreira et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2009;
Pezzatti et al., 2009; Bajocco and Ricotta, 2008; Moreno et al., 2011). In general, most
of these studies concluded that fires are more likely to burn through shrubland areas,
while agriculture is clearly avoided. At small spatial scales fire selectivity reflects the
physics of combustion, thus fire ignition and spread will mostly depend on intrinsic
characteristics of the fuel complex such as fuel load, density and surface to volume
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ratio, as well as on the interaction with the surrounding environment that determines
the dead/live fuel proportion and fuel moisture content (Albini, 1976; Pyne et al.,
1996). At larger scales, distinct degrees of land cover burning are more likely to result
from the interaction between fuel connectivity, topography, meteorological conditions
and level of fire suppression effort (Peters et al., 2004; Brotons et al., 2013). Under simi-
lar conditions, agricultural lands will be given higher priority to fire suppression than
shrublands (Nunes et al., 2005; Moreira et al., 2011). This is due to the higher economic
and social value attributed to agriculture, and also a consequence of its proximity to
populated areas, therefore posing a higher threat to human and life property (Pereira
et al., 2006; Moreira et al., 2010). It also has been shown that while fire exhibits pref-
erence towards specific land cover types, such control is more likely to be stronger
in smaller fires, thus suggesting that land cover type acts as a bottom-up fire control,
being overriden by interaction among other fire drivers, as fire size increases (Nunes
et al., 2005).

The main objective to this study was to quantify how fire selectivity to land
cover types varies as a function of fire size, in Portugal. We analyzed fire selectivity
towards five land cover types - annual crops, evergreen oak woodlands, shrublands,
pine stands and eucalypt plantations. The analysis was conducted using all fires of the
1990-1994 fire seasons and undertakes two assumptions: 1) that fire size can be taken
as a proxy variable for the meteorological conditions under which the fire occurred,
thus implying that smaller fires occurred under mild meteorological conditions, while
larger fires occur under severe meteorological conditions (Boer et al., 2008; Slocum
et al., 2010; Fernandes et al., 2012) and 2) fire selectivity towards distinct land cover
types will decrease as fire size increases, and the rate of change in selectivity will be
different among land cover types, i.e., beyond a certain fire size, fires are expected to
burn independently of land cover type (Keeley et al., 2009). To examine fire-dependent
variation in fire selectivity we used Jacobs’ resource selection ratio (Jacobs, 1974) to de-
scribe selectivity, and linear quantile regression, a procedure that allows the study of
the edges of the response variable distribution (fire selectivity) conditioned on values
of the predictor variable (fire size) (Koenker, 2005). Jacobs’ index varies between -1
for maximum land cover avoidance and 1 for maximum preference. A value of zero
means that the fire is considered indifferent to the land cover type. In this frame-
work, for a certain land cover type, lower quantiles of Jacobs’ ratio will represent
fire avoidance while upper quantiles represent preference. The sign and slope of the
estimated linear quantile functions in lower/upper quantiles, describe how avoid-
ance/preference varies as function of fire size.

To test whether fire selectivity and changes in fire selectivity - slope in avoid-
ance and preference quantiles - differ from what would be expected by chance alone,
a distribution of fire selectivity and lower/upper quantiles slopes was created, under
the null hypothesis of randomly located fires (Bajocco and Ricotta, 2008; Moreno et al.,
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2011). For each land cover type we compared observed values of slope and selectivity
with the null model distribution and rejected the null hypothesis when p-value of the
observed selectivity/slope is lower than 0.05 (α = 0.05). P-value corresponds to the
ranking of the real test statistic among the random fire distribution (Good, 2000).

Results from this analysis bear relevant management implications. Identifica-
tion of land cover types that are more fire prone provides a critical insight into wildfire
risk assessment Miller and Ager (2012). These land cover types are more likely to ex-
perience recurrent fires, thus increasing fire hazard and potential for severe fire effects.
These aspects also should be taken into consideration when considering afforestation
with species that are more fire prone (Silva et al., 2009). On the other hand, if cer-
tain land cover types are less fire prone, independently of fire-size, then such land
cover types can be used to minimize wildfire risk in the landscape. A fuller under-
standing of preferential burning of different land cover types and its size-dependent
relationships also contributes to debate over the relative role of fuel vs weather Min-
nich (2001); ?. Fire spread and behavior is a non-linear process that transitions from
fine-scale to broad scale dynamics (Peters et al., 2004). The strength of relationship
between fire selectivity and fire size provides critical insight into potential scale in-
teractions between fuel, weather and fire (Peters et al., 2004). Under the hypothesis
that fire size can be used as proxy for weather conditions, as fire size increases fires
are expected to burn independently of land cover type suggesting that small fires are
essentially fuel-driven while in large fires weather control overrides the effect of fuel
(Peters et al., 2004; Slocum et al., 2010).
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a b s t r a c t

We searched for geographical patterns in the orientation of wildfires, using watersheds as spatial support
for the analysis. An 1975–2005 annual fire atlas of mainland Portugal was used to compute the orienta-
tion of fire perimeters and watersheds, using principal component analysis. Circular statistics were
employed to test for the existence of a preferred, as opposed to random, mean fire orientation in each
watershed, and to search for evidence of orographic channelling of fire by comparing fire orientation
and watershed orientation. We also tested for differences in fire orientation patterns under conditions
of mild versus severe fire weather. Our findings show that in the 31 year period of the study, 84% of
the overall area burned is accounted for by watersheds where fires display preferential orientation.
Twelve of 102 watersheds display evidence of alignment between fire and watershed orientation and
we found no distinction in fire orientation as response to fire weather. The spatial arrangement of water-
sheds where fires present similar orientation suggests wind as a major driver of the broader patterns
found in this study. Results from this analysis ought to be relevant for supporting the delineation of land-
scape-scale fuelbreaks.

! 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

During the 1980–2004 period, wildfires in Portugal burned the
equivalent of 30% of the area of the country, an incidence about
three times higher than that recorded for neighboring Spain and
Italy (Pereira et al., 2006). Large fires, by the standards of temper-
ate, developed countries, are a feature of the contemporary fire re-
gime in Portugal. Over 40 fires larger than 1000 hectares occurred
in the summer of 1991, and more recently in 2003 and 2005, sev-
eral fires exceeded 10,000 hectares. A 50,000+ hectares fire in
central-eastern Portugal, which occurred under the extreme heat
wave of 2003 (Trigo et al., 2006), was possibly the largest fire on
record in southern Europe during the last 40 years.

Concerns with the social, economic and environmental conse-
quences of large wildfires led to the development of a National
Plan for Forest Protection Against Wildfires (AFN, 2006), which rec-
ommended a range of landscape and stand level, fuel management
practices. These recommendations offer general guidelines for size,
placement and maintenance of fuel treatments to be applied
nationwide, but reinforce the need for site-specific analyses to be
incorporated in regional implementation, sustaining the idea there

is no such thing as a ‘‘one size fits all’’ in fuel treatment design
(CNR, 2005; Reinhardt et al., 2008; Syphard et al., 2011).

Fuel treatments at landscape scale have the primary objective of
reducing the risk of large, high intensity wildfires with devastating
effects, while enhancing supression efforts (Weatherspoon and
Skinner, 1996; Agee and Skinner, 2005; Reinhardt et al., 2008;
Syphard et al., 2011). Moving from stand to landscape scale bears
the underlying assumption that strategically placed treatment
areas can modify fire behavior for the entire landscape (Collins
et al., 2010).

Conceptual modeling shows that the greatest reduction in fire
spread and intensity occurs when fuel treatments intersect head
fire spread (Finney, 2001, 2004; Finney et al., 2007; Schmidt
et al., 2008), confirming the topological inefficiency of random pat-
tern fuel treatments (Loehle, 2004; Finney et al., 2007; Schmidt
et al., 2008). Finney et al. (2007) showed that long-term landscape
treatment effects on fire growth and behavior, in the western US,
are primarily dependent on the rate of application and spatial pat-
tern of treatment units. Schmidt et al. (2008) showed the efficiency
of dispersed, strategically arranged treatments in reducing fire
spread and area burned, particularly in simulations of high inten-
sity fire. Finney et al. (2007) also showed that placement of fuel
treatments intersecting spread direction, would require half the
area treated than random treatments, to produce the same reduc-
tion in fire growth and behavior. The orientation of optimized
treatment units in that study was determined using a fire growth

0378-1127/$ - see front matter ! 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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simulation technique to identify major fire travel routes (Finney,
2001). Fire growth was simulated under specified weather condi-
tions characterized by fuel moisture, wind speed and direction,
obtained from historical records of climatology associated with se-
vere fire events (Finney, 2001). Typically, this results in orientation
of treatment units perpendicular to major fire spread movement,
because heading fire behavior is more important to modify than
flanking or backing portions (Finney, 2007). This suggests that re-
search on the geographical orientation of fires is useful for fire
management, assuming that the orientation of fire perimeters re-
veals the combined effects of wind and topography on fire spread
patterns, and allows inference on heading fire movement. System-
atic fire mapping over a time frame adequate for fire regime char-
acterization can provide useful information for landscape-scale
planning of fuel treatments, by establishing an historical pattern
of spread orientation.

A few studies have addressed the issue of fire orientation in
relation to weather patterns and topography. Parisien et al.
(2006) found that the geographic orientation of fires was highly
variable within and among Canadian ecozones, responding to the
spatial variability of meteorological conditions. The main trends
in fire direction across and within ecozones can be attributed not
only to dominant weather patterns, but also to specific synoptic
patterns associated with high fire danger. Throughout Canada, pre-
vailing winds are generally from the west, and south-west winds
dominate behind drying high pressure systems, often associated
with increasing fire danger. As a consequence, nine out of the 10
ecozones had the highest fire bearing class frequency from west
to east or southwest to northeast (Parisien et al., 2006).

Bergeron et al. (2004) analyzed the main direction of fire spread
in northwestern Quebec’s black spruce forest, and showed that
most of the distance covered by fires occurred in the northwest–
southeast direction, although the frequency of occurrence of this
direction was not high compared to the other directions. Also,
those were larger fires, with a mean spread distance of 14.8 km
(Bergeron et al., 2004).

Haydon et al. (2000) analyzed orientations of 196 fire ‘‘ton-
gues’’, more commonly known as fire fingers, extracted from 224
grassland fires in the Great Victoria Desert, Australia, and found
good correspondence between prevailing wind direction and ‘‘ton-
gue’’ orientation.

The main objective of this study was to determine whether fires
display a preferred, as opposed to random orientation, at landscape
scale. Secondary objectives were to determine if preferred fire ori-
entation, when present, varies as a function of fire weather severity
and to search for evidence of orographic wind channelling on fire
orientation. We used principal component analysis to compute
the orientation of fire and watershed perimeters following the
methods developed by Luo (1998). A sequence of hypothesis tests
for circular data were applied to establish preferential alignment of
fire perimeter orientation in each watershed and for (1) comparing
fire orientation between years with area burned above and below
the mean annual value for the study period and (2) comparing fire
orientation between small (6100 hectares) and large fires (P1000
hectares) (Fisher, 1993). Orographic channelling was evaluated
according to three different criteria: (1) by comparing a water-
shed’s orientation with the 95% confidence interval of the mean
fire perimeter orientation, (2) by comparing mean fire perimeter
orientation with an interval within ±15! of watershed orientation,
and (3) by computing circular–circular correlation between wa-
tershed and mean fire perimeter orientation (Fisher, 1993).

2. Methods

2.1. Study area

The study area is mainland Portugal, covering around 89,000
km2, located in the Iberian Peninsula, southwestern Europe
(Fig. 1). It exhibits sharp topographic contrasts and can be roughly
divided into two distinct regions, north and south of the Tagus riv-
er (Fig. 1). The region north of the Tagus river is dominated by a
complex arrangement of mountains and highlands above 800 m,
interspersed by sharp valleys and pronounced depressions. South
of the Tagus river valley is dominated by gentle rolling hills and
plains and altitude is seldom higher than 600 m, except for the
mountains at the southwestern end (Ribeiro et al., 1987).

According to Koppen’s classification, Portugal’s mainland
climate is classified into two distinct types of warm temperate
climates with a dry season in the summer (Strahler and Strahler,
1992). North of the Tagus river and throughout the southern coast,
the mean of the warmest month is below 22 !C (Csb), while south

Fig. 1. Map of the study area, mainland Portugal, elevation (a), land cover classification (b) and location in Iberian Peninsula, southwestern Europe (c).
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of the Tagus river the warmest month mean temperature is above
22 !C (Csa) (Strahler and Strahler, 1992). Mean annual precipita-
tion is around 900 mm and spatially variable, with highest values
being recorded in the highlands of the northwest region and lowest
values in the southern and eastern regions of the territory (Miran-
da et al., 2002). Precipitation is distributed unevenly throughout
the seasons, with the summer season (June to August) recording
the lowest values of precipitation, corresponding to only 6% of
the annual precipitation (Miranda et al., 2002).

Forests of mostly evergreen species and woodlands cover nearly
60% of the study area (AFN, 2007). The natural vegetation is pyro-
phytic and resistant to drought. The most important tree species
are maritime pine (Pinus pinaster) in the northern half of the coun-
try, and blue gum (Eucalyptus globulus) along the western half of
the country, as well as in a few areas in the eastern central region
of the country (Fig. 1).

Land cover in southern Portugal is dominated by evergreen oak
woodlands, managed as agro-forestry systems. Agricultural areas
occupy about half of the study area and mostly dominate in the
central coastal plain, along main river valleys, and in the southern
part of the country. In central and northern Portugal, land
ownership is very fragmented, and the agricultural landscape is a
fine-grained mosaic of small parcels of diverse crops, vineyards,
and olive groves. The agricultural landscapes of southern Portugal
are more extensive and homogeneous, dominated by dryland
farming of cereal crops. Most shrublands are found in eastern
Portugal, but also occur in other parts of the country, usually in
mountainous and sparsely populated regions (Fig. 1).

Fire incidence is higher in the northern half of the country,
where the typical Mediterranean summer coexists with high net
primary productivity, leading to an abundance of available fuels.
Most of the area burned in Portugal (80%) is due to fire events

occurring during a small number (10%) of summer days, under a
typical atmospheric circulation pattern dominated by a strong
ridge located over the Iberian Peninsula (Pereira et al., 2005).
Carvalho et al. (2008) investigated the relationship between fire
weather, the Canadian Fire Weather Index System and the area
burned for 11 Portuguese districts, representing 66% of the total
area burned between 1980 and 2004. Results suggested that fire
weather explains the majority (80.9%) of the variance of the area
burned.

Fire history data were obtained from the Instituto Superior de
Agronomia national fire atlas, based on late summer/fall Landsat
imagery, covering the period from 1975 to 2005, on an annual
basis. During the period used in this study, the fire atlas includes
34,345 fire perimeters, accounting for a total area burned of
3,670,000 hectares. The mean annual area burned is 118,000
hectares, with a minimum of 15,500 hectares in 1997, and a
maximum of 440,400 hectares in 2003.

2.2. Watershed delineation

Watershed delineation was based on the 90 m digital terrain
data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (Farr et al.,
2007), and the number and size of watersheds was determined
iteratively with two goals: to obtain a detailed topographically-
based partitioning of the region, and to ensure that each watershed
contained a minimum of 25 fires (Fisher, 1993).

Watersheds were delineated automatically in ArcMap 9.2 (ESRI,
2009), using a minimum area criterion. In the first iteration, mini-
mum watershed area was set at 10,000 hectares, yielding a highly
detailed map with 700 watersheds. Most of these contained fewer
than 25 fires. Consequently, the minimum area threshold was in-
creased in 10,000 hectares increments, up to a value of 40,000

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Number of fires (a) and area burned (b) per watershed. Each fire perimeter is associated with the watershed that contains its centroid. Automatic delineation of
watersheds, based on setting the minimum size threshold and delineating all watersheds above it, resulted in a partition of the study area into 102 watersheds with minimum
of 25 fire observations in each. International watersheds and watersheds with less than 25 fires were excluded. Area burned reported for a watershed is the sum of the area of
all fire perimeters associated with that watershed.
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hectares. Along coastal areas, watersheds smaller than 40,000
hectares were included as long as they contained at least 25 fires.
The final map was edited to exclude international watersheds,
since we do not have the perimeters of fires occurring in the Span-
ish portion of these watersheds. This resulted in a total of 102
watersheds, with sizes varying from 10,400 hectares to 277,835
hectares. Each fire was considered belonging to the watershed con-
taining its centroid. The 102 watersheds correspond to 83% of the
Portuguese mainland territory and contain 30,459 fire perimeters,
accounting for 90% of the 1975–2005 overall area burned. The
number of fires per watershed ranges from 25 to 2498, while the
area burned varies from 500 hectares to 380,900 hectares (Fig. 2).

2.3. Orientation vs direction

Circular data refers to data measured on an angular scale, in de-
grees or radians. There are two kinds of circular data, vectorial
(directional) and axial (orientational) circular data. Vectorial data
consists of a directed line where both the departure point and
direction of movement are known, e.g., the vanishing directions
of homing pigeons. Axial data consists of an axis or undirected line,
where either end of the line can be taken as the direction of move-
ment, such as a fracture in a rock exposure (Fisher, 1993).

The analysis of circular data requires the definition of an origin,
and a sense of rotation – clockwise or counterclockwise
(Jammalamadaka and Sengupta, 2001). In this work we computed
the orientation of each watershed and fire event. These orienta-
tions correspond to axial data, since we lack information on igni-
tion points or the actual fire spread direction. We considered

true north (N) as the origin and measured orientations clockwise.
Given that all orientations are axial, it follows that 0! (North, N)
is equivalent to 180! (South, S) (Fig. 3). For the sake of simplicity,
we shall refer to axial measurements in the compass
classifications: N/S, NE/SW, E/W and SE/NW, which can be re-
garded as equivalent to the orientations S/N, SW/NE, W/E and
NW/SE, respectively.

Fig. 3. Classification of axial data in terms of compass orientation. For each fire and
watershed perimeter an orientation value, hor, is calculated. Orientation values
range between 0! and 180! and were classified into compass classification as a
function of hor as follows: N/S ,hor2[0;22.5]^hor 2]157.5;180]; NE/
SW,hor2]22.5;67.5]; E/W ,hor2]67.5;112.5]; SE/NW ,hor2]112.5;157.5]. Differ-
ent shades of grey distinguish the range of the intervals described above.

Fig. 4. Fire perimeter vertices are represented by its X and Y coordinates, in a bi-dimensional space. From all possible axis passing through the object center of mass, the first
principal component axis (PC1 axis), corresponds to the axis that maximizes the variance among projection of all points that constitute the object boundary and also reflects
the longest diagonal of the object. The second principal component axis (PC2 axis) is orthogonal to the PC1 axis. In this example principal component analysis of the vertices
resulted in a PC1 axis with NE/SW (31.8!) orientation. This orientation is measured considering True North as 0! and rotating clockwise.
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2.4. Fire and watershed perimeter orientations

We used principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) to
determine the orientation of fire and watershed perimeters, fol-
lowing the approach proposed by Luo (1998). Each object (fire or
watershed) boundary vertex corresponds to a point in a bi-dimen-
sional space defined by its (X,Y) geographical coordinates. The first
principal component (PC1) corresponds to an axis in this bi-dimen-
sional space that passes through the object’s center of mass and
onto which all points are projected. The orientation of this axis
maximizes the variance of the projected boundary points, reflect-
ing the length of the object’s longest diagonal, and is taken as the
object’s orientation (Fig. 4).

Object orientation obtained by PCA is less sensitive to boundary
details, including inaccuracies, than alternative methods for
orientation analysis (Luo, 1998). This is advantageous in our case,
since fire boundaries have different levels of detail, depending on
whether they result from automatic image classification, or from
post-classification manual boundary editing. For a detailed
description of a four-step algorithm to compute orientation by
principal component analysis see Luo (1998), pp. 131–136. For
the purpose of the present work, this algorithm was implemented
in Matlab using the built-in princomp function (MathWorks, 2008).

2.5. Circular statistics analysis

We conducted a sequence of hypothesis tests – Kuiper’s,
Watson’s and Rayleigh’s tests – that investigate the distribution
of the population of fire perimeter orientations in each watershed
(Fig. 5). These three tests can assess the evidence for a uniform, von
Mises and unimodal distribution, respectively.

The circular uniform distribution plays a central role in circular
statistics because it represents the absence of a preferred direction,
i.e., all directions are equally probable. The von Mises distribution,
is the circular analog to the Normal distribution of linear statistics
(Davis, 1986). It has two parameters, the first of which defines the
location of the reference direction of the distribution (mean direc-
tion), while the second parameter defines the scatter about that
location and is called concentration (k). The von Mises distribution

is symmetric around the mean and increasing k corresponds to
increasing concentration around the mean direction. As k ap-
proaches zero the von Mises distribution tends toward the circular
uniform distribution (Fisher, 1993).

If the data fit neither a von Mises, nor a uniform distribution, it
may still contain a single mode, thus following a unimodal distri-
bution (Fisher, 1993). In this case, although it is not possible to
identify the actual distribution, the presence of a mode not only
indicates a preferred orientation in the sample, but also enables
the use of non-parametric methods to estimate a mean direction
with a confidence interval.

Fig. 5 represents the sequence of hypothesis tests performed in
this analysis. The Kuiper test is an omnibus test, meaning it tests
the hypothesis of the sample following a uniform distribution,
against any alternative distribution. If the null hypothesis is re-
jected, then there is evidence against uniformity and the possibility
that the data fit the von Mises distribution is tested. The goodness
of fit of the von Mises model can be formally assessed using
Watson’s test (Fisher, 1993). The null hypothesis in this test is that
the data are drawn from a von Mises distribution, against the alter-
native that they are not drawn from a von Mises distribution.
Rejection of the null hypothesis in the Watson’s test, leads to
rejecting the hypothesis that the data fits a von Mises model. The
next step is to determine whether the data presents a single modal
direction, using Rayleigh’s test, where the alternative hypothesis is
unimodality (Fisher, 1993).

For each watershed for which there is evidence of a preferred
fire perimeter orientation (von Mises or unimodal), we calculated
the circular mean (Fisher, 1993; Otieno and Anderson-Cook,
2006), its confidence interval, and circular variance. The circular
mean, denoted by h, is computed from:

cos h ! C
R

and sin h ! S
R

"1#

where,

C !
Xn

i!1

cos hi; S !
Xn

i!1

sin hi; "2#

Fig. 5. Flowchart representing the sequence of hypothesis tests based on circular distributions. Round rectangles represent tests and splits to the left and right represent
acceptance and rejection of the null hypothesis, respectively. White diamonds represent the decisions regarding the fit to circular distributions (uniform, von Mises,
unimodal) at a significance level of 5%.
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R2 ! C2 " S2 #3$

The circular variance varies between zero and one and its inter-
pretation is similar to variance in linear data, the smaller the value
of circular variance, the more concentrated is the distribution.
Circular variance is defined as:

V ! 1% R #4$

where R is the mean resultant length associated with the mean ori-
entation h, and is defined by:

R ! R
n

#5$

where, n is the number of observations and R is defined by Eq. 3.
Confidence intervals for the circular mean fire orientation were

computed in two ways, depending on whether the goodness of fit
tests indicated a von Mises distribution or a unimodal distribution
for the fire orientations within the watershed. A parametric
approach was used if the fire orientations had a von Mises distribu-
tion, and a non-parametric approach was used if only a unimodal
distribution was suggested by the goodness of fit tests (Fisher,
1993).

The 95% confidence intervals for the mean fire orientation in
each watershed were used to formally assess alignment between
mean fire orientation in a watershed and the orientation of the wa-
tershed itself. Alignment is considered to occur when the wa-
tershed orientation is contained in the mean fire orientation
confidence interval (Rothermel, 2004). This definition of alignment
is sensitive to the number of observations in each watershed.
Therefore, as an alternative measure of similarity between fire
and watershed orientation, we identified watersheds where mean
fire orientation was within ±15! of watershed orientation. To eval-
uate the influence of major watershed orientation on fire perimeter
mean orientation we calculated the circular correlation between
watershed orientation and mean fire orientation (Fisher, 1993).
Airflow is guided by topographic features, such as mountains or
valleys, establishing local wind direction (Schroeder and Buck,
1970). Alignment between fire orientation and the watershed ori-
entation may be indicative of watersheds where topography
determines directional orographic alignment of winds and conse-
quently, wildfires (Schroeder and Buck, 1970; Pyne et al., 1996).

We hypothesized that fire orientation patterns may differ in re-
sponse to distinct synoptic weather patterns. We tested this
hypothesis using two alternative partitions of the original data.
In the first approach,we compared fire orientations between mild
and severe fire years, using total annual area burned as proxy for
fire weather severity (Nunes et al., 2005; Pereira et al., 2005; Trigo
et al., 2006; Syphard et al., 2011). We used the 10 years with higher
area burned and the 10 years with lower area burned, under the
assumption that the two samples are drawn from distinct popula-
tions. This analysis was performed considering watersheds with at
least 25 fire observations in both time periods, which corresponds
to 36 of the 102 watersheds in the study area. In the second ap-
proach, we compared individual fire orientations between all the
fires with area burned below 100 hectares (small fires) and area
burned above 1000 hectares (large fires), using fire size as a proxy
for the atypical meteorological conditions conducive for days of
extensive area burned (Pereira et al., 2005; Hoinka et al., 2009).

The statistical comparison between the high and low area
burned data in each watershed, was done using the Watson–
Wheeler test which compares two populations to determine if
their distributions are identical (Fisher, 1993). This is a non-para-
metric test, with the null hypothesis stating that the two popula-
tions are drawn from identical distributions (Fisher, 1993). The
same test was used to compare small and large fires nationally,

since the small number of fires larger than 1000 hectares pre-
cluded a watershed-level analysis.

All statistical analyses were performed with Oriana (Kovach,
2003), with the exception of the non-parametric confidence inter-
vals, which were computed in Matlab (MathWorks, 2008). All
formal hypothesis tests were conducted using a 5% significance
level.

3. Results

Analysis of fire perimeters over the 31-year dataset showed
that, of the 102 watersheds in the study area, 53 watersheds dis-
played a preferred fire orientation, out of which 41 watersheds
fit a von Mises distribution, whilst 12 watersheds followed a uni-
modal distribution (Fig. 6). Forty-eight watersheds followed a
uniform distribution. For one watershed no conclusive results were
attained regarding its fire orientation distribution. However, this
watershed only accounts for less than 0.5% of the study area and
of the overall area burned.

Watersheds where fires display a uniform distribution of fire
orientation, mostly found along the southern half of the country,
represent 38% of the study area, and account for 16% of overall area
burned. Watersheds with von Mises and unimodal fire orientation
distributions are mostly located in northern and central Portugal
and represent 86% of the overall area burned, while covering 61%
of the study area. Variances of fire orientations range from 0.25
to 0.48, and watersheds in the northern part of the country present
higher dispersion around the mean fire orientation (Fig. 6).

The circular mean orientation was computed for watersheds
where fires display preferential orientation. Compass classification
of mean fire orientation shows two distinct clusters in central
Portugal, with NE/SW and SE/NW orientations (Fig. 6). These two
clusters account for around 65% of total area burned in the 31-year
dataset (Fig. 7). All watersheds aligned NE/SW occur in the north-
ern half of the study area, while the remaining orientations are
associated with watersheds, either clustered or isolated, but dis-
tributed throughout the entire study area. There is also a group
of watersheds with E/W orientation in northeastern Portugal.

Major topographic orientation of each watershed varies
throughout the study area, with clusters of NE/SW and SE/NW
orientation in the center and northwest regions, N/S clusters along
the coast and northeastern border with Spain, and E/W clusters
throughout the entire study area (Fig. 8). Comparison between fire
and watershed orientation shows that while fire orientation shows
two important clusters, with NE/SW and SE/NW orientations
(Fig. 6), watershed orientation is more variable (Fig. 8).

From a total of 53 watersheds evidencing preferential fire orien-
tation, only eight display a watershed orientation that is contained
within the mean fire orientation confidence interval, indicating
strong alignment between watershed orientation and fire orienta-
tion in these eight watersheds. Following the alternative criterion
for topographic alignment resulted in four more watersheds with
evidence of mean fire-watershed alignment. The circular–circular
correlation coefficient between watershed orientation and mean
fire orientation per watershed has a value of 0.208, suggesting a
weak relationship between major watershed orientation and cor-
responding fires.

The Watson–Wheeler test did not indicate that fires occurring
in the 10 years with highest area burned and fires occurring in
the 10 years with the lowest area burned had differing distribu-
tions of fire perimeter orientation. For only one of the 36 water-
sheds analyzed, was there a significant difference (a = 0.05). This
suggests that during severe fire weather years, although total area
burned increases, the orientations of fire perimeters remain consis-
tent with those observed during moderate and mild fire seasons.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Circular distributions fitted to fire perimeter populations (a), mean fire perimeter orientation (b) and its circular variance (c), in each watershed. Both von Mises and
unimodal distributions indicate the presence of a preferential orientation in the data, while watersheds where fire perimeters follow a circular uniform distribution show no
indication of preferential orientation, at a 5% significance level (a). Watersheds where fires display a preferential orientation are represented in a color coded scheme
according to the compass classification of its mean fire perimeter orientation – green, blue, red and yellow, for mean fire orientation in the E/W, N/S, NE/SW and SE/NW
orientations, respectively (b). Light grey represents watersheds with no preferred orientation (uniform distribution). Circular variance ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values
for higher variance around the mean direction (c). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 7. Area burned per orientation class. Two major clusters, in the NE/SW and SE/NW account for around 65% of the total area burned in the 1975–2005 time period.
Watersheds where fire perimeter orientation is circular uniform, i.e., with no preferential orientation of fires, represent roughly 16% of the overall area burned and are mostly
located in the southern portion of the study area.
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Results for the comparison between small and large individual fires
also found little evidence of differing orientations (p = 0.69).

4. Discussion and conclusions

The primary objective of this work was to determine whether
fires display geographical orientation patterns, at the watershed
scale. A secondary objective was to analyze the relationship be-
tween the orientation of fires in a watershed and the orientation
of the watershed itself. We also investigated the hypothesis that
fire orientation patterns would vary between low and high area
burned fire seasons and between small and large fires.

Our analysis suggests that orientation patterns are similar
during mild and severe fire seasons and also small (6100 hectares)
and large (P1000 hectares) fires have similar orientations nation-
ally. However, these analyses had two underlying assumptions:
total area burned in each year and fire size can be used as proxies
for severe fire weather, which primarily determines the occurrence
of the majority of area burned in each fire season. This may not be
the case; and perhaps a more appropriate delineation to study the
effects of fire weather on fire perimeter orientation would focus on
comparing the orientation of fires that occurred during days of
extensive area burned with fires occurring under milder weather

conditions (Pereira et al., 2005; Carvalho et al., 2008). This was
not done in this study because we lack information regarding the
date of ignition and duration of individual fires.

The circular statistics analysis showed that 84% of the area
burned between 1975 and 2005 is located in watersheds where
fires display preferential orientation. This is a remarkable result,
considering the heterogeneity of land cover, topography and infra-
structure networks across these watersheds, and the role of fire
suppression activities. In southern Portugal only a few watersheds
display non-uniform fire orientation, but this region corresponds
to a small fraction of the total number of fires and area burned.
Gently rolling terrain, without very prominent topographic fea-
tures, relatively homogeneous land cover, and a prevalence of agri-
cultural land management fires, typically set under mild weather
conditions, may account for the lack of preferred orientation of fire
perimeters.

Two large clusters of watersheds with preferentially-oriented
fires are found in central Portugal. Fire orientation is typically
NE/SW in the northernmost cluster (red), and SE/NW in the
southernmost cluster (yellow). Together, these two clusters repre-
sent 65% of overall area burned and contain many of the largest
fires recorded during the study period. The location and geograph-
ical extent of these clusters is suggestive of a broader scale, cli-
matic determinant, rather than finer scale topographic control.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Watershed orientation (a), watershed-fire alignment following the 95% confidence interval (b) and alignment according to watershed orientation (c). In (b) fires were
considered aligned with watershed when watershed orientation is contained in the 95% confidence interval for fire mean direction. An alternative measure of alignment (c) is
to consider that fires are aligned with watershed if mean fire orientation is within the angular interval centered at the watershed orientation ±15!. The analysis of potential
topographic alignment is performed only for watersheds where fires display evidence of preferential orientation, i.e., watersheds where fire orientation fits the circular
uniform distribution were excluded.
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This is particularly true, considering that Pereira et al. (2005)
identified synoptic patterns of severe fire weather which, although
relatively rare, are responsible for most of the area burned in
Portugal. The wind field composite for the 10% highest area burned
days over the period 1980–2000 clearly shows a north-easterly
component that may influence fire orientation in the northernmost
(red) watershed cluster. However, the spatial resolution of that
analysis is too coarse to elucidate finer scale wind flow patterns.

Hoinka et al. (2009) analyzed relationships between regional
scale weather patterns and wildfires in central Portugal, namely
the role of the Iberian thermal low (Hoinka and Castro, 2003; Hoin-
ka et al., 2007). They showed that previously to days with exten-
sive area burned, the atmospheric flow above Portugal is from
the north, turning to easterly on the severe fire day, and to
south-easterly afterwards. Analysis of the relationship between
the Iberian thermal low and area burned showed that peak fire
incidence was observed up to three days after the appearance of
a thermal low. Hoinka et al. (2009) interpreted this observation
as indicating that during a few days preceding a large area burned
episode, heated air is transported westward from central Iberia to-
wards Portugal. They also showed that during severe fire days and
at 10 m above sea level, wind flow is from the northeast in the
northern half of Portugal and from east-southeast in the southern
half of Portugal, in agreement with the fire orientation patterns de-
tected in this study.

Alignment of watershed orientation and mean fire orientation
occurs in a small number of watersheds scattered throughout the
study area. Directional wind channelling by topography may con-
tribute towards coincidence of main valley, wind, and fire orienta-
tion. It occurs when a large drainage diverts some of the incoming
wind flow, sending it in a direction parallel to the drainage (Pyne
et al., 1996). Nevertheless, topographic wind channeling cannot
be ruled out where coincident orientation of fire perimeters and
the main drainage is absent, because this alignment may occur
within second order basins, which was not tested in this work.

While we did not formally assess differences in fire orientation
in relation with land cover, we believe that land cover is unlikely to
be responsible for the patterns of fire perimeter orientation found
in this study. Our results show that fire perimeter orientations re-
mains consistent across watersheds with widely variable propor-
tions of major land cover types. It is also reasonable to assume
that fire suppression does not alter fire perimeter orientation with-
in or among watersheds. Historically, fire suppression in Portugal
has focused on the vicinity of human settlements and infrastruc-
tures and therefore emphasize protecting these areas from fire,
with considerable less amount of suppression effort applied
directly to containing the flame front while it spreads through
wildland fuels (Beighley and Quesinberry, 2004; AFN, 2006).

The geographical pattern of clustering detected in fire perimeter
orientation and the heterogeneous relationship between mean fire
orientation and watershed orientation highlight the need to
regionalize the design of fuel break networks and include site-
specific information to optimize their effectiveness. Locating fuel
breaks along the main ridge or main riparian area of a watershed
may not be the best option. On a more local scale, the identification
of potential orographic channelling has direct implications in
terms of fire risk and management, because it creates conditions
for potentially high intensity fires.

The fact that more than half of the overall area burned displays
non-random orientation, which remains consistent between mild
and severe fire seasons, indicates that the spatial patterns identi-
fied are indeed useful to support regional-scale planning of fuel
break networks. Of course, much more remains to be done con-
cerning the complex, finer-scale interactions between wind and
topography and their effects on fire behavior (Linn et al., 2007;
Sharples, 2008). Further clarification of regional fire spread direc-

tions will be gathered from analysis of smoke plumes and time ser-
ies of active fire, observed with satellite imagery. Future work
should focus on analysis of multi-annual meteorological data from
the Fifth-generation Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model (MM5)
(Grell et al., 1994) to serve as regional wind input to topographic
exposure/deflection indexes, and for mapping dynamic topo-
graphic channelling. This will highlight the relative influence of
weather and topography as determinants of regional patterns of
fire orientation.
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Abstract: Using 100 years of fire perimeter maps, we investigate the existence of
geographical patterns in fire orientation across California. We computed fire perimeter
orientation, at the watershed level, using principal component analysis. Circular statistics
were used to test for the existence of preferential fire perimeter orientations. Where
perimeters displayed preferential orientation, we searched for evidence of orographic
channeling by comparing mean fire orientation with watershed orientation. Results show
that in California, 49% of the burnt area is associated with watersheds, where fires displayed
preferential orientation. From these, 25% of the burnt area is aligned along the NE/SW
orientation and 18% in the E/W orientation. In 27 out of 86 watersheds with preferential
fire alignment, there is also correspondence between mean fire orientation and watershed
orientation. Topographic influence on fire spread and dominant wind patterns during the fire
season can account for the consistency in fire perimeter orientation in these regions. Our
findings highlight the historical pattern of fire perimeter orientation and identify watersheds
with potential orographic channeling.

Keywords: wildfire perimeter orientation; orographic channeling; California; circular
statistics; watershed
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1. Introduction

Wildfires are a common occurrence across many ecosystems of the world [1–4]. Recurrent destruction
of property, loss of lives and threats to conservation make headlines and create a passionate debate that
challenges fire ecologists, scientists, managers and society to develop ways to coexist with fire-prone
environments [5–9]. This is particularly true in the wildland urban interface (WUI), where large
and devastating fires have deep impacts on people, emphasizing the need for effective wildfire risk
management [5,10]. Such is the case in California, as in many other Mediterranean-climate regions,
where highly fire-prone ecosystems coupled with the expansion of the WUI lead to major fires with
large-scale losses [5–7].

Fire regimes in California vary by ecosystem, reflecting wide differences in population density,
topography, vegetation and climate across the state [11]. In northern California, forests are dominated by
mixed conifers and mixed evergreen hardwoods, while southern California coastal areas are dominated
by chaparral and coastal sage scrub shrublands [12]. Chaparral also occurs in the foothills of the
mountain ranges in the northern part of the state. Current fire regimes range from frequent low-severity
fires in chaparral to mixed severity fires in many forests [12]. In California, humans have been present in
the landscape for millennia, and their interaction with fire takes many forms, which have also changed in
the course of time [12]. Human presence is linked with more ignitions, whether related with prehistoric
inhabitants or associated with a growing WUI [13–15]. On the other hand, in many forests, fire
suppression has been successful enough to generate high levels of fuel accumulation, thus increasing
the likelihood of severe fires [16].

Across much of California, the Mediterranean climate, with hot and dry summers alternating with
cool and moist winters, causes relatively slow decomposition of woody vegetation that results in fuel
accumulation. In fact, given an ignition source and conducive weather, vast proportions of the state
can propagate fire during the majority of the dry season [17]. Weather affects fire outcomes by altering
fuel characteristics and the efficiency of heat transfer in combustion [18]. Wind speed directly affects
spread rate and intensity by advection, and relative humidity affects moisture levels in dead fuel by
hygroscopic diffusion and in live fuels by evapotranspiration [19]. At fine scales, the presence of
topography (i.e., slope steepness) has a similar, but less pronounced, effect than wind. On steep slopes,
flames are brought closer to fuels, thus increasing the proportion of heat reaching the unburned fuel and
facilitating combustion [19]. At coarser scales, complex terrain interacts with meteorological variables
and generates effects, such as aerodynamic wakes, density-driven slope flows, channeling effects of
upper level winds and flow acceleration over the crest of mountain ridges [20]. These flows, usually
associated with mountainous terrain, can be conducive of extreme fire behavior [20].

Fuel treatments, with the objective of reducing forest fuel loads and, therefore, providing a defensible
area for fire suppression activities, are used across large areas of California to manage fire risk [21–25].
Fuel treatment effectiveness strongly depends on their spatial layout, the level of suppression effort
and weather conditions during the fire event, with effectiveness being reduced under severe fire
weather [26,27]. Under moderate fire intensities and coupled with appropriate fire suppression, fuel
managed areas can ameliorate fire behavior, reduce spotting, reduce fire severity and increase chances
of fire control [28,29]. It has been shown that treatments should intersect the heading fire direction in
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order to maximize their effect in reducing fire spread rates and intensity [30–33]. Simulations have
shown that as the head fire intersects treatments, deployed in an overlapping pattern, it is forced to flank,
which contributes to a reduction of fire behavior [30,32,33]. Therefore, consideration of the most likely
direction of fire spread will be critical when planning fuel treatments across a landscape.

Traditionally, fire statistics have focused mostly on the number of fires, total area burnt and ignition
location, giving less consideration to fire shape. Nevertheless, a few studies have addressed the
issue of geographical fire orientation. Barros et al. [34] analyzed fire perimeter orientation at the
watershed level in Portugal using a fire atlas of 31-years. The authors showed that 84% of overall burnt
area in the study period was associated with watersheds, where fires display preferential orientation.
Haydon et al. [35] found a fairly good correspondence between wind direction and compass orientation
of 196 fire perimeters that originated from 224 grassland fires over a period of 19 years in the
Great Victoria Desert, Australia. Bergeron et al. [36] found that most of the distance covered by
fires in the northwestern Canadian black spruce forest occurred in the northwest-southeast direction,
and Parisien et al. [37] concluded that general trends in fire orientation within Canadian ecozones can be
attributed to prevailing winds associated with dominant weather patterns.

Characterizing landscape patterns of fire perimeter orientation may provide insights on the regional
dominance of top-down (synoptic weather types, alternating drought periods), or bottom-up (topography,
fuel type, load, connectivity, local meteorology) control of fires. Landscape level fuel management
practices may be improved using historical data on fire orientation. Watersheds, where fires display
alignment with topographic variables, may be indicative of topographic channeling, with the potential
for eruptive fire behavior [38]. The objective of this study is to determine the existence of preferential
fire orientation patterns at the watershed level in California, using a database of approximately 100 years
of wildfire data. Specifically, we examined (i) whether fires display preferential alignment following a
particular axis or if they are randomly oriented and (ii) whether there is a correspondence between the
watershed and fire orientation, which may suggest evidence of orographic channeling.

2. Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area corresponds to mainland California, comprising an area of roughly 423,696 km2

along the western coast of North America (Figure 1). Bailey [39] developed a hierarchical ecosystem
classification of California bioregions based on climate, continental position, elevation, vegetation
characteristics and landforms. Sugihara et al. [2] combined the 19 sections of Bailey’s ecoregion
classification, as defined by Miles and Goudey [40], into nine bioregions based on generally consistent
patterns of vegetation and fire regimes (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Shaded relief map of the California bioregions as defined by Sugihara et al. [2].
Delineation of the bioregions is based on common patterns of vegetation, topography,
landforms and the ecological role of fire. North Coast (NC), Central Coast (CC), South Coast
(SC), Klamath Mountains (KM), Southern Cascades (CD), Northeastern Plateau (NEP),
Sierra Nevada (SN), Central Valley (CV) and Southeastern Deserts (SD).
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California’s coast comprises three bioregions: the North Coast (NC), Central Coast (CC) and South
Coast (SC). The NC and CC are topographically diverse, ranging from flat terrain at sea level to
steep mountains in the Coast Ranges, which consist of rugged, northwest-southeast oriented ranges.
Vegetation varies between coastal scrub, chaparral, redwood forest, mixed conifer and mixed evergreen
forest [41].

The South Coast (SC) bioregion is characterized by the Transverse Ranges, one of the few
oriented east-west ranges in California, and a north-south oriented series of fault blocks, known as
Peninsular Ranges. Both the Transverse and the Peninsular ranges define broad valleys, dissected by
riparian corridors that influence the pattern and extent of fire spread [42]. The region supports low
elevation vegetation that includes interior grassland, southern coastal scrub, chaparral, foothill woodland,
mixed evergreen forest, and mixed conifer forest [42]. The SC bioregion comprises 8% of the state land
area, but contains roughly 56% of the total human population. Being the bioregion with the highest
population density, it also presents an extensive WUI, and the majority of contemporary burning is
human-ignited [14].
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East of the NC bioregion lies the Klamath Mountains (KM) bioregion, characterized by mountain
ranges with steep and complex topography, intersected by several large river valleys, supporting a
complex mosaic of vegetation types [43]. East of the KM bioregion is the Southern Cascades Range (CD)
bioregion, a chain of volcanoes and volcanic flows with overall topography gentler than the Klamath
Mountains and Sierra Nevada [44]. The northeastern corner of the study area forms the Northeastern
Plateau (NEP) bioregion. Major vegetation types include juniper woodland, mixed Ponderosa pine and
montane fir forest, among others [45].

The Sierra Nevada (SN) bioregion comprises a massive granitic block with a north-south trending
orientation and an eastern escarpment that culminates in higher peaks [19]. The western slope of SN is
relatively moderate and incised from north to south, with a series of almost parallel river canyons. The
foothills are gentle broad valleys, while at mid-elevations, rivers cut deeper into canyons and ridges that
run primarily east-northeast to west-southwest. At higher elevations, rugged mountain terrain dominates
the landscape [19]. The lower montane zone consists of mixed conifers that transition to upper montane
fir forest and montane chaparral at higher elevations. Ridge tops and the highest mountains support
subalpine forest and shrublands [19].

The Central Valley (CV) bioregion is a wide, nearly flat and low elevation alluvial floor of sediments.
Most of the valley floor and foothills have been converted to agriculture or urbanized, but they were
previously dominated by a mixture of riparian forests and foothill woodlands, among other vegetation
types [46].

The Southeastern Deserts (SD) are characterized by isolated mountain ranges with steep slopes
surrounded by broad basins. The bioregion is arid, due to the rain shadows of the Sierra Nevada,
Transverse and Peninsular ranges. Some years, high rainfall produces fine fuels, often from invasive
species, that promote fire spread where fuels are otherwise sparse [47].

Most of California falls into a Mediterranean type climate, alternating wet winters with dry
summers [48]. As the marine influence decreases, regions east of the Cascades, Peninsular Range,
Sierra Nevada and deserts experience dry climates [39]. Fire season runs from from mid-May through
October in northern California and from late March through November in southern California [20].
During the dry season, synoptic weather conditions are dominated by dry air masses; therefore, most
of the state experiences fire weather conditions virtually every day of the season, until the onset of the
first winter rains, normally by October-November in northern California and November-December in
southern California. Along the coast, the dominance of the marine layer can ameliorate average fire
weather conditions, lessening fire danger in these regions until extreme fire weather events occur [17].
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2.2. Fire and Watershed Data

The CalFire fire database includes fire perimeters from public and private lands throughout
California [49]. This results from the compilation of fire data from several federal, state and local
agencies and begins in 1878, representing the most complete digital record of fire perimeters in
California. Nevertheless, the CalFire database is incomplete, since fire records as far back as 1910
typically only occur for US Forest Service lands, and contributions from other land ownerships have
shorter records [49]. Also, the quality and accuracy of mapped perimeters in the database degrades in
the early part of the record. Our analysis included all fire perimeters larger than 5 ha dated between
1910 and 2010. From these, we excluded 739 perimeters (2.5% of overall burnt area) associated with
prescribed burning and perimeters entered as simple circles. This was done to eliminate fire records
where the size and location of reported fires were available, but the fire perimeter was represented by an
artificial shape.

We analyzed fire perimeter orientation at the watershed level using the sub-unit level of the California
Interagency Watershed Map of 1999 (CalWater 2.2.1) [50]. Each fire perimeter was allocated to the
watershed containing its centroid, with the same criterion applying to cases where a fire perimeter spans
multiple watersheds. This analysis included only watersheds with 25 or more fires [51], resulting in a
total of 171 usable watersheds from the original 582 watersheds at the sub-unit level of the CalWater
map (Figure 2). Watershed sizes range from 847 km2 to 4,775 km2, with an average watershed size
of 1,012 km2. The sub-unit level corresponds to the best compromise between an appropriate spatial
scale for management purposes (while maintaining a minimum of 25 observations) and analyzing the
majority of fire perimeters (90%) and burnt area (80%) in the 1910–2010 CalFire database. The majority
of watersheds in Central Valley and Southeastern Deserts were excluded, due to the lack of sufficient fire
observations (Figure 2). In the Central Valley, the long history of occupation and intensive agricultural
use have led to a landscape devoid of natural vegetation, where, due to fuel types and their fragmented
spatial arrangement, few fires extend beyond 4 ha [46]. In the Southeastern Deserts, the arid climate
with high interannual variation in rainfall limits fuel load and continuity, which accounts for the low fire
frequency in this bioregion [47].

2.3. Circular Statistics Analysis

A distinction should be made between the orientation and direction of an object: direction assumes
the definition of a starting point (e.g., flying directions of bees leaving the hive), while orientation makes
no such distinction (e.g., seismic faults on a landscape). Therefore, directions correspond to vectorial
data, ranging from 0–360◦, while orientations correspond to axial data, ranging from 0–180◦. Here, we
computed the orientation of each fire and watershed perimeter, considering 0◦ as true north and rotation
as clockwise. Fire perimeter and watershed orientations are classified into one of four categories, ranging
from 0–180◦ and each category spanning 45◦, namely N/S, NE/SW, E/W and SE/NW (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Partition of California into hydrologic sub-units (watersheds) according to the
CalWater map and number of fires per unit. Each fire was associated with the watershed
containing its centroid. Watersheds with less than 25 observations were not included in this
analysis (represented in white).
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In this study, both fire and watershed perimeters are considered as objects. We computed the
orientation of each object using principal component analysis applied to the coordinates of its vertices
(Figure 3) [34,52]. The first principal component of a bi-dimensional object corresponds to an axis
that passes through the object center of mass and maximizes the variance in the object’s shape [52].
Elongated objects will have higher variance, explained by the first principal component and, therefore, a
higher degree of confidence in the orientation that is calculated. The example in Figure 3 corresponds to a
fire with a first principal component axis oriented along 31.8◦ (NE/SW), which has a percent of variance
explained of 91%. To assess the average elongation of fire perimeters, we computed and mapped the
mean variance explained by the first principal component for all fires in each watershed. Watersheds
with high mean variance explained exhibit fire perimeters that are (on average) more elongated and,
therefore, have a well defined orientation.
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Figure 3. On the the left, fire perimeter vertices are represented by its X and Y coordinates,
in a bi-dimensional space. The first principal component axis (PC1 axis) corresponds to the
axis that maximizes the variance among the projection of all points that constitute the object
boundary and also reflects the object’s orientation. On the right, classification of axial data
is in the compass orientation. Fires and watersheds have orientations, rather then directions;
therefore, their orientation values range from 0–180◦. Compass classification is a function
of the orientation value, θor, as follows: N/S ⇔ θor ∈ [0; 22.5] ∧ θor ∈]157.5; 180]; NE/SW
⇔ θor ∈]22.5; 67.5]; E/W ⇔ θor ∈]67.5; 112.5]; SE/NW ⇔ θor ∈]112.5; 157.5]
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Next, we determined whether the fire perimeter orientations in each watershed are isotropic or display
a preferential orientation. This is done following a sequence of hypothesis tests that determine if the fire
population in each watershed follows one of three statistical distributions: circular uniform, von Mises
or unimodal. The uniform distribution corresponds to an assumption of randomness among orientations,
i.e., for a particular watershed, all fire perimeter orientations are equally probable [51]. It is worth
mentioning that a watershed may have high mean variance explained and random distribution of fire
orientation, which would suggest that while having elongated fire perimeters, such perimeters occur
with similar frequency along all possible orientations. The von Mises and unimodal distributions are
characterized by the presence of a preferential orientation. The von Mises, which is analogous to the
Normal distribution for linear data, is centered on the mean direction, while in the unimodal case there is
a single modal direction [51]. In either case, one can establish the presence of a preferential orientation
(mean orientation) and calculate metrics of dispersion around this central tendency—circular variance
and confidence interval for the mean. For each watershed, we tested the goodness of fit of fire perimeter
orientations for circular uniform, von Mises and unimodal distributions, using a Kuiper’s, Watson’s
and Rayleigh’s test, respectively. Both null and alternative hypothesis are presented in Table 1, and
mathematical demonstrations can be found in Fisher [51] and Mardia and Jupp [53]. All distribution
tests and confidence interval calculations were performed with Oriana [54] at the 5% significance level.
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Table 1. Hypothesis for goodness of fit tests based on circular distributions. All tests were
performed at the 5% significance level.

Test Hypothesis Circular distributions

Kuiper
H0 Uniform
H1 Not uniform

Watson
H0 von Mises
H1 Not von Mises

Rayleigh
H0 Uniform
H1 Unimodal

For all watersheds, we mapped the mean fire elongation and compass classification of watershed
orientation. A simple linear regression model was tested at the 5% significance level, with watershed
elongation as the explanatory variable and mean fire elongation as the dependent variable. For each
watershed in which a preferential fire orientation was determined, we mapped its mean fire orientation
as a color-coded compass classification (N/S, NE/SW, E/W and SE/NW). Mean fire orientation in each
watershed was also compared with the orientation of the watershed itself, to search for evidence of
orographic conditioning on fire spread. This was done by mapping watersheds where (1) watershed
orientation is contained within the mean fire orientation 95% confidence interval and (2) mean fire
orientation and watershed orientation are aligned in the same compass class. The latter provides a less
formal assessment of orographic alignment between fires and watershed, although independent from the
number of fire observations in each watershed.

The determination of a preferential vs. random orientation of fires is based on the frequency
distribution of fire perimeter orientations around the circle, so it is based on the number of fires in
each angular class, disregarding fire size. Given the highly skewed nature of fire size distributions [55],
it is possible to find watersheds where a significant number of fire orientations are aligned along some
preferential axis, but where those perimeters account for a small proportion of overall burnt area in the
watershed. To provide an estimate of the burnt area from fires aligned with mean fire orientation, we
mapped for each watershed the proportion of burnt area from perimeters aligned with the mean fire
orientation ±15◦.

Our analysis uses fire perimeter shapes, and therefore, the quality of its results depends on the
quality of fire perimeter mapping, which varies greatly according to the source, region, year and, in
some cases, with each fire event. However, given that orientation obtained by PCA is less sensitive
to boundary details, including inaccuracies, than alternative methods for orientation analysis [52], we
believe that these limitations will not affect our results. Additionally, results can be sensitive to the
spatial partitioning of the study area. We used watersheds as analysis units, because they provide a
topographical context to interpret the results. This is particularly true considering potential interactions
between meteorology and complex terrain, which may be clear at a regional scale, but missed at larger
scales [20]. Nevertheless, watershed systems are by nature hierarchical, and different levels of spatial
partitioning can generate different outcomes. This stems from the well-known modifiable areal unit
problem: any geographical study area can be divided into multiple non-overlapping areal units for the
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purpose of spatial analysis [56,57]. Analysis of fire preferential orientation using other distinct analysis
units (e.g., higher or lower level watersheds, bioregions or administrative units, such as counties) could
thus generate distinct patterns of fire perimeter orientation different from those presented in this study.

3. Results

Mean variance explained by the first principal component of fire perimeter coordinates ranges
between 68% and 81% (Figure 4). The linear regression model between fire elongation and watershed
elongation was not significant. Watersheds where fires are less elongated (variance within 68%–72%) are
clustered on the southern end of the Sierra Nevada and along the North and Central Coast. Watersheds
where fires are more elongated (percent of variance explained greater than 74%) are mostly located in the
northern Sierra Nevada, Northeastern Plateau and also in the South Coast transition to the Southeastern
Deserts bioregion.

The map of watershed orientation for California shows that watersheds occur in all compass classes
(Figure 5a). Along the North and Central Coast, watersheds are mostly aligned N/S and SE/NW, while
in the South Coast, E/W watersheds are more common. A few watersheds, aligned NE/SW, occur mostly
in the Sierra Nevada, Klamath and South Coast (Figure 5a).

In total, 86 out of 171 watersheds display a non-random orientation, corresponding to watersheds that
account for 49% of the overall burnt area and 53% of all fire perimeters used in this analysis (Figure 5b).
From these, approximately 25% and 18% of the overall burnt area is associated with watersheds where
mean fire orientation is oriented NE/SW (40 watersheds, represented in red) and E/W (30 watersheds
represented in green), respectively. Watersheds where fires are predominantly aligned NE/SW and E/W
include 44% of all fire perimeters and are predominantly located in the northern Sierra Nevada, Northern
Plateau, Cascades and South Coast (Figure 5b). Mean fire orientation N/S (blue) and SE/NW (yellow)
is less common and occurs in only six and ten watersheds, respectively. These watersheds are scattered
throughout the study area (Figure 5b). Together, watersheds where fires display mean fire orientation
aligned N/S and SE/NW account for only 6% of the overall burnt area and 11% of fire perimeter
observations. In 85 out of 171 watersheds, fire perimeter orientation is random, accounting for 51%
of the overall burnt area and 47% of the fire observations. These are located mostly along the North
and Central Coast and interspersed with watersheds where fires display preferential orientation along
the South Coast, Sierra Nevada and Cascades (Figure 5b). Variance around mean fire orientation ranges
from 0.16 to 0.49 without any apparent spatial pattern within the study area (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Mean fire elongation in each watershed. This metric is computed as the mean
variance explained by the first principal component of all fires in the watershed.
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Figure 6. Circular variance for the mean fire orientation in watersheds where fires display
preferential alignment (Figure 5b).
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Fifteen watersheds display evidence of alignment between the watershed’s main axis and its fires. This
occurs in three watersheds in the Sierra Nevada and in the cluster of six watersheds in the San Diego
region (South Coast) (Figure 5c). Comparing the compass classification of watershed and fire orientation
suggests orographic alignment in 12 additional watersheds. Watersheds with fires predominantly aligned
with their main axis occur in the northern Sierra Nevada, South Coast and Cascades (Figure 5c).

The proportion of burnt area from fire perimeters aligned with mean fire orientation ranges from 3% to
92% (Figure 7). Watersheds where a small fraction of the burnt area is aligned with mean fire orientation
occur in all bioregions. In 19 out of 33 watersheds with preferential alignment in the South Coast, 45%
to 92% of the burnt area comes from fire perimeters aligned with mean fire orientation. In the Sierra
Nevada, this occurs in 15 out of 27 watersheds with preferential fire alignment.
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Figure 7. Proportion of burnt area associated with fire perimeters aligned with the mean
fire orientation (Figure 5b). In each watershed, a perimeter is considered aligned when its
individual orientation is aligned with the mean fire orientation ± 15◦.
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4. Discussion

Analysis of fire orientation at the watershed level in California suggests the existence of preferential
fire alignment patterns in the Sierra Nevada and Southern California bioregions. It was also found that
in half of the watersheds analyzed, fire perimeters present random orientation. These results are in
agreement with a similar study in Portugal, using a 31-year fire atlas, where 54 out of 102 watersheds
tested showed preferential fire perimeter orientation [34].

Watershed orientation in the Northeastern Plateau and Southern Cascades occurs in all compass
classes. and mean fire elongation ranges between 74 and 81%, with fire alignment occurring mostly
NE/SW. In these bioregions. only two watersheds, in the Southern Cascades, showed correspondence
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between fire and watershed orientation. We hypothesize that the orientations found in northern California
bioregions are influenced by synoptical weather patterns that occur during the fire season. The most
common critical fire weather type in northern California occurs when surface high pressure builds into
the Pacific Northwest, resulting in large pressure gradients across northern California. This leads to
strong dry winds blowing from the north and northeast as air masses move from Oregon southward to
the Sacramento Valley. Local topography, upper level windflow and the strength of the pressure gradient
determine surface wind speed, which can exceed 65 km/h in these areas [20,58]. When the center of
the surface pressure is over Utah and Nevada, these north and northeastern winds can change into strong
easterlies, known as Mono Winds [20]. These conditions can account for the dominance of NE/SW
oriented fires in the Southern Cascades and Northeastern Plateau.

In the Sierra Nevada watersheds where a preferential orientation was found, there is a dominant
pattern of NE/SW and E/W fire orientation. The Sierra Nevada is also affected by the Mono winds;
however, due to the orientation of its watersheds, it is very likely that dominant winds also interact with
topography and, therefore, may be enhanced by the funneling across the east-west valleys and canyons
that constitute the Sierras. We found alignment between fire perimeter and watershed orientation in 10
watersheds of the Sierra Nevada bioregion. In these watersheds, orographic channeling may explain
the pattern found in fire orientation. Moreover, the fire orientation pattern found in northern California
may also indicate the dominance of thermally driven winds, blowing along the axis of the valley, as
opposed to slope winds, that blow parallel to the incline of the valley sidewalls. Valley winds, associated
with stronger velocities and horizontal extent, result from the onset of horizontal pressure gradients,
due to temperature differences between the valley and the adjacent plain [59,60]. The strength of this
thermally-driven circulation is a function of valley geometry, aspect, time of day and time of year [61].
Under the assumption that the patterns found in this region correspond mostly to wind-aided fire spread,
one can infer that the dominant NE/SW and E/W orientation in fact corresponds to a direction spread
from the northeast, i.e., in these watersheds, fires have spread more often from the northeast. However,
in the Sierra, 20 out of 49 watersheds analyzed showed random fire orientations, which suggests that
other factors (e.g., unexplored wind-topography interactions, fuel conditions or fire suppression) are
influencing fire spread. Inspection of local land cover and landforms could provide additional insight as
to why fires in those watersheds lack preferential orientation.

Southern California shows a general pattern of E/W and NE/SW orientation of fire perimeters. In
Southern California, most burning (on an area weighted basis) coincides with offshore Santa Ana
winds [62–64]. The NE/SW pattern in the Los Angeles region is in agreement with the work
of Xu et al. [65] and is most likely due to the occurrence of the Santa Ana winds. These are strong
north to northeast winds that reach Los Angeles County through passes in the local topography of
the Transverse Ranges [64,66–68]. In the San Diego region, there is a cluster of several small
watersheds where fire orientation displays a clear E/W component. These results are in agreement
with the occurrence of Santa Ana winds, which present a strictly easterly component in the San Diego
region, due to the Peninsular range’s north-south orientation [69,70]. Additionally, watersheds in this
region show fires with a high proportion of variance explained by the first principal component, thus
suggesting highly elongated fire perimeters and evidence of orographic alignment according to both
of our criteria-confidence interval and compass classification. The Santa Barbara region is somewhat
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sheltered from the effect of severe Santa Ana’s, but nevertheless has its own critical fire weather, where
sundowner winds play a major role in severe fire behavior [64,71]. The sundowner is a mesoscale
phenomenon, which develops due to a ridgetop north to south low pressure gradient across Santa Barbara
County. Early in the day, downslope air movements on the south side of the Santa Ynez mountains are
blocked by the relatively cool marine inversion at the Santa Barbara coast. The weakening of the Santa
Barbara marine inversion during the day removes the resistance to downslope wind movement, and
warm gradient winds begin their extrusion onto the coast, funneling through major topographic passes
in the Santa Ynez Mountains [71]. Sundowners reach Santa Barbara County as north or northwest
winds, possibly due to surface deflection of their flow caused by marine air intrusion at the beaches
and/or interaction with outflow stream canyons [71]. While speculative, the fact that the many passes
and canyons in the Santa Ynez mountains channel sundowners into the coastal plain, where interaction
again occurs with marine intrusions, may explain why the coastal basin displays a random fire orientation
pattern [71]. Another possible explanation is that these random orientations may be due to the hours/days
of strong directional winds alternating with less severe fire weather, characterized by moderate winds
that interact with the topography. At this point, the original flaming front is driven in new and random
directions, losing its original orographic signature. On the other hand, on the northern slope of Santa
Ynez, fires show preferential SE/NW alignment. It is likely that this pattern occurs due to offshore
winds, generated under the gradient pressures between the basin and coastal Santa Barbara, similar to
those associated with the occurrence of sundowners. We found little evidence of orographic alignment
in the northern parts of the Southern California bioregion.

In watersheds where correspondence was found between fire and watershed orientation, orographic
channeling is a possible explanation. However, additional information and analyses would be required to
test this hypothesis. Describing fire spread in relation to position in the watershed (e.g., valley, up-slope
or ridge) and comparison with wind direction and speed during fire events could provide additional
insights. Moreover, since we only tested orientation along each watershed main axis, this does not
preclude the possibility of orographic alignment that may occur at finer spatial scales, i.e., considering
nested watersheds within the sub-unit level.

The proportion of burnt area that is aligned with the mean fire orientation of the perimeters is highly
variable, ranging from 3% to 92%. This highlights one of the caveats of the fire perimeter distribution
analysis, which is ignoring fire size and treating all observations equally, which can hinder interpretation
of these results. In watersheds where only a small proportion of the burnt area is aligned with the
mean fire orientation, it is likely that an area-weighted analysis of fire perimeter orientation would yield
different results. However, with such an approach, a few very large fires could potentially become
highly influential on the result of statistical tests and resultant mean fire orientation. This could also
lead to potentially misleading conclusions, since very large fires usually burn during several days, under
different wind directions and spanning multiple watershed divides [72,73]. In such cases, the resulting
fire perimeter is less prone to represent phenomena, such as orographic conditioning of fire spread and
channeling between local winds, topography and fire [60], thus increasing the uncertainty associated
with fire perimeter analysis. Since our analysis of fire orientation is independent of size and under the
assumption that the analysis of fire orientation patterns reflects the historical paths of fire, use of these
results should be taken cautiously, because they describe the orientation of fire events and not burnt
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areas. Consideration of the amount of burnt area that is actually oriented along the mean orientation
and how elongated fires are (here, described by the percent of variance explained by the first principal
component) will be required when fully applying our findings in practice. The proportion of the area
burnt in each watershed that corresponds to fires aligned with the mean fire orientation provides the
extent to which managers can use these results to anticipate fire paths. This is particularly important
considering that fire size distributions are usually highly skewed and that for several regions, a large
percentage of the burnt area comes from a very small number of events [55]. Confidence about the most
likely direction of spread will be greatest in watersheds where fires are elongated and a large proportion
of the burnt area is aligned according to the mean fire orientation. These areas would be good candidates
for strategically placed landscape area treatments (SPLAT’s), which need to be oriented orthogonally to
the main direction of fire spread [24,74].
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Abstract A nonparametric test for assessing the inde-
pendence between a directional random variable (circular

or spherical, as particular cases) and a linear one is pro-

posed in this paper. The statistic is based on the squared
distance between nonparametric kernel density estimates

and its calibration is done by a permutation approach. The

size and power characteristics of various variants of the test
are investigated and compared with those for classical

correlation-based tests of independence in an extensive

simulation study. Finally, the best-performing variant of
the new test is applied in the analysis of the relation

between the orientation and size of Portuguese wildfires.

Keywords Directional data ! Directional-linear
density ! Independence test ! Nonparametric

estimation ! Permutations ! Wildfires data

1 Introduction

Characterization of wildfire orientation patterns at land-
scape scale has important management implications

(Moreira et al. 2001; Lloret et al. 2002; Moreira et al.
2011). It has been shown that landscape fuel reduction

treatments will only be successful if strategically placed in

order to intersect fire spread in the heading direction
(Finney 2001; Schmidt et al. 2008).

Barros et al. (2012) assessed the existence of preferen-

tial fire perimeter orientation at watershed level, to support
the spatial layout of fuelbreak networks. Their analysis

identified clusters of watersheds where fire perimeters were

preferentially aligned along the NE/SW and the SE/NW
axes. Those watersheds included fire perimeters that

together account for roughly 65% of the overall burnt area

in Portugal, over the period from 1975 to 2005, while in the
remaining watersheds fire perimeters were randomly

aligned. In Fig. 1, some descriptive maps of the data of

interest are displayed. The left plot shows the total area
burnt in each watershed, whereas the middle plot represents

the mean slope of the fires in each region. Finally, the right

plot indicates which watersheds exhibit a preferred fire
orientation, versus a random orientation, according to

Barros et al. (2012). The authors argued that spatial pat-

terns of fire perimeter orientation found in the 31-year
dataset could be explained by dominant weather during the

Portuguese fire season (Pereira et al. 2005). However,
given that fire perimeter orientation analysis is event-based

(i.e., it is based on the orientation of each fire event) all

perimeters are treated equally independently of their size.
In this paper, a test for assessing independence between

wildfire size and orientation is presented, complementing

the work of Barros et al. (2012). Furthermore, orientation
of the wildfire will be considered in two-dimensional and

three-dimensional spaces.

Spatial characterization of a wildfire, by means of its
main orientation, and the associated burnt area, must be

handled by non-standard statistical approaches, given the

special nature of fire orientation. Specifically, it can be
measured as an angle in the plane (two-dimensional ori-

entation) or as a pair of angles identifying a direction in the
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three-dimensional sphere, if the main slope of the wildfire
is taken into account. Hence, appropriate methods for

handling circular and, more generally, directional data

must be considered, jointly with suitable combinations of
directional and linear techniques.

The analysis of the relation between directional and

linear variables has been classically approached through
the construction of circular-linear correlation coefficients.

The adaptation of the classical linear correlation coefficient

to the circular-linear setting was introduced by Mardia
(1976) and Johnson and Wehrly (1977) and further studied

by Liddell and Ord (1978), who obtained its exact distri-

bution under certain parametric assumptions. For the cir-
cular-linear case, a rank-based test of association was also

proposed by Mardia (1976), who derived its asymptotic
distribution. Later, Fisher and Lee (1981) adapted Ken-

dall’s s as a measure of circular-linear association based on

the notion of concordance in the cylinder. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, these three tests are the only ones

available for testing the independence in directional-linear

variables. As they are based on correlation coefficients,
these tests are only powerful against deviations in the

conditional expectation that can be measured by the cor-

responding coefficient. As a consequence, none of these
tests is able to capture all possible types of dependence,

neither for the conditional expectation nor for more com-

plex types of dependence.
From a different perspective, circular and linear vari-

ables can also be jointly modeled by the construction of

circular-linear distributions. Johnson and Wehrly (1978)

introduced a method for deriving circular-linear densities
with specified marginals. A new family of circular-linear

distributions based on nonnegative trigonometric sums,

which proved to be more flexible in capturing the data
structure, was proposed by Fernández-Durán (2007),

adapting the method by Johnson and Wehrly (1978). More

recently, Garcı́a-Portugués et al. (2012) exploited the
copula representation of the Johnson and Wehrly (1978)

family, allowing for a completely nonparametric estimator,

which was applied to analyze SO2 concentrations and wind
direction. Nevertheless, the aforementioned methods are

designed for the circular-linear case, whereas in our con-

text, a more general tool for handling directional-linear
relations is needed, provided that wildfire orientation may

be reported in two or three dimensions.
In this paper, the assessment of the relation between a

directional (circular or spherical, as particular cases) and a

linear variable is approached through the construction of a
formal test to check directional-linear independence.

Inspired by the ideas of Rosenblatt (1975) and Rosenblatt

and Wahlen (1992) for the linear setting (see also Ahmad
and Li (1997)), the proposed test statistic is based on a

nonparametric directional-linear kernel density estimator

and an L2 distance is taken as a discrepancy measure
between the joint estimator and the one constructed under

the independence hypothesis. The new test presents some

interesting advantages: it is designed in a general fashion
for directional variables of all dimensions and it is able to

capture all kinds of deviations from independence by virtue

the nonparametric density estimation. Besides, one gets a

Fig. 1 Descriptive maps of wildfires in Portugal with the 102
watersheds delineated by Barros et al. (2012). The left map shows the
number of hectares burnt from fire perimeters associated with each
watershed. Each fire perimeter is associated with the watershed that
contains its centroid. The center map represents the mean slope of the

fires of each watershed, where the slope is measured in degrees (0!
stands for plain slope and 90! for a vertical one). Finally, the right
map shows watersheds where fires display preferential alignment
according to Barros et al. (2012)
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kernel density estimate as a spin-off, which provides fur-

ther information about the form of dependence when
independence is rejected.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Sect. 2 , some background to kernel density estimation, for
linear, directional and directional-linear data is presented.

Section 3 is devoted to the introduction of the test statistic,

introducing a simplified version of the test and describing
in detail its practical application. The finite sample per-

formance of the test, in terms of size and power, is assessed
through a simulation study for circular-linear and spheri-

cal-linear variables. Application to real data is provided in

Sec. 4, including data description and results, focusing on
the assessment of independence between wildfire orienta-

tion and burnt area size in Portugal. Some discussion and

final comments are given in Sect. 5.

2 Background to kernel density estimation

In the linear setting, the basic building block for the

independence test introduced by Rosenblatt (1975) is a
kernel density estimator. Independence between two linear

random variables is assessed through an L2 distance

between a bidimensional kernel density estimator and the
product of the marginal kernel density estimators. In order

to extend such a procedure to the directional-linear case,

kernel density estimation for linear, directional and direc-
tional-linear variables is required. A brief background on

kernel density estimators will be provided in this section.

2.1 Linear kernel density estimation

The well-known kernel density estimator for linear data
was introduced by Rosenblatt (1956) and Parzen (1962).

Given a random sample Z1; . . .; Zn from a linear random

variable Z (i.e. with support Supp!Z" # R) with density
f, the kernel density estimator at a point z 2 R is defined as

f̂g!z" $
1

ng

Xn

i$1

K
z% Zi
g

! "
;

where K is a kernel function, usually a symmetric density
about the origin, and g[ 0 is the smoothing or bandwidth

parameter, which controls the roughness of the estimator.

Properties of this estimator have been deeply studied (see
Silverman (1986) or Wand and Jones (1995) for compre-

hensive reviews). It is also well known that the choice of

kernel (normal, Epanechnikov, etc.) has little effect on the
overall shape of the kernel density estimate. However, the

bandwidth is a key tuning parameter: large values produce

oversmoothed estimates of f, whereas small values provide
undersmoothed curves. Comprehensive reviews on

bandwidth selection are given in Cao et al. (1994), Chiu

(1996) and Jones et al. (1996), among others.

2.2 Directional kernel density estimation

Denote by X a directional random variable with density f.
The support of such a variable is the q-dimensional sphere,

namely Xq $ fx 2 Rq&1 : x21 & ' ' ' & x2q&1 $ 1g; endowed

with the Lebesgue measure in Xq; that will be denoted by

xq. Therefore, a directional density is a nonnegative

function that satisfies
R
Xq

f !x"x $ 1:

The directional kernel density estimator was introduced

by Hall et al. (1987) and Bai et al. (1988). Given a random

sample X1; . . .;Xn; of a directional variable X with
Supp!X" # Xq and density f, at a point x 2 Xq the esti-

mator is given by

f̂h!x" $
ch;q!L"

n

Xn

i$1

L
1% x0Xi

h2

! "
; !1"

where L is the directional kernel, h[ 0 is the bandwidth

parameter and ch,q(L) is a normalizing constant depending

on the kernel L, the bandwidth h and the sphere dimension
q. The scalar product of two vectors, x and y; is denoted by

x0y; where 0 denotes the transpose operator.

A common choice for the directional kernel is
L(r) = e-r, r C 0, also known as the von Mises kernel due

to its relation with the von Mises–Fisher distribution

(Watson 1983). In a q-dimensional sphere, the von Mises
density vM!l; j" is given by

fvM!x; l; j" $ Cq!j" exp jx0lf g;

Cq!j" $ j
q%1
2 !2p"

q&1
2 I q%1

2
!j"

h i%1

;
!2"

where l 2 Xq is the mean direction, j C 0 is the

concentration parameter around the mean and I m is the
modified Bessel function of order m,

I m!z" $
z
2

# $m

p1=2C m& 1
2

# $
Z1

%1

!1% t2"m%
1
2eztdt:

For the von Mises kernel, the value of ch,q(L) is

Cq 1=h2! " e1=h2 and the directional estimator (1) can be

interpreted as a mixture of q-von Mises–Fisher densities:

f̂h!x" $
1

n

Xn

i$1

fvM x;Xi; 1=h
2

# $
:

Note that large values of h provide a small concentration

parameter, which results in a uniform model in the sphere,
whereas small values of h give high concentrations around

the sample observations, providing an undersmoothed curve.

Cross-validation rules based on likelihood cross validation
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(LCV) and least squares cross validation (LSCV) for

bandwidth selection were discussed by Hall et al. (1987).

2.3 Directional-linear kernel density estimation

Consider a directional-linear random variable, !X; Z" with
support Supp!X; Z" # Xq $ R and joint density f. For the

simple case of circular data (q = 1), the support of the
variable is the cylinder and, in general, the support is a

multidimensional cylinder. Following the ideas in the

previous sections for the linear and directional cases, given
a random sample X1; Z1! "; . . .; Xn; Zn! "; the directional-

linear kernel density estimator at a point !x; z" 2 Xq $ R
can be defined as:

f̂h;g!x; z" %
ch;q!L"
ng

Xn

i%1

LK
1& x0Xi

h2
;
z& Zi
g

! "
; !3"

where LK is a directional-linear kernel, g[ 0 is the linear
bandwidth parameter, h[ 0 is the directional bandwidth

and ch,q(L) is the directional normalizing constant. The

estimator (3) was introduced by Garcı́a-Portugués et al.
(2013a), who also studied its asymptotic properties in terms

of bias and variance, and established its asymptotic

normality.
A product kernel LK!'; '" % L!'" $ K!'"; specifically, the

von Mises–normal kernel

LK!r; t" % e&r $ /!t"; r 2 (0;1"; t 2 R;

will be considered throughout this paper in order to

simplify computations, where / denotes the standard

normal density. Similarly to the linear and directional
kernel density estimators, a smoothing parameter

(bidimensional, in this case) is involved in the estimator

construction. The cross-validation procedures introduced
by Hall et al. (1987) can be adapted to the directional-

linear setting, yielding the following bandwidth selectors:

!h; g"LCV % arg max
h;g[ 0

Xn

i%1

log f̂&i
h;g!Xi; Zi";

!h; g"LSCV % arg max
h;g[ 0

#
2n&1

Xn

i%1

f̂&i
h;g!Xi; Zi"

&
Z

Xq$R

f̂h;g!x; z"
2xz

$
;

where fh,g
-i represents the kernel density estimator computed

without the ith datum.

3 A test for directional-linear independence

The new test statistic for assessing independence between a
directional and a linear variable is described in this section.

3.1 The test statistic

Consider the joint directional-linear density f!X;Z" for the

variable !X; Z": fX and fZ denote the directional and linear

marginal densities, respectively. The null hypothesis of
independence between both components can be stated as

H0 : f!X;Z"!x; z" % fX!x"fZ!z"; 8!x; z" 2 Xq $ R

and the alternative hypothesis as

Ha : f!X;Z"!x; z" 6% fX!x"fZ!z";
for any !x; z" 2 Xq $ R:

Following the idea of Rosenblatt (1975), a natural

statistic to test H0 arises from considering the L2 distance

between the nonparametric estimation of the joint density
f!X;Z" by the directional-linear kernel estimator (3), denoted

by f̂!X;Z";h;g; and the nonparametric estimation of f!X;Z"
under H0, given by the product of the marginal directional

and linear kernel estimators, denoted by f̂X;h and f̂Z;g;

respectively. We therefore propose the following test
statistic:

Tn % D2

%
f̂!X;Z";h;g; f̂X;hf̂Z;g

&
; !4"

where D2 stands for the squared L2 distance in Xq $ R
between two functions f1 and f2:

D2!f1; f2" %
Z

Xq$R

f1!x; z" & f2!x; z"! "2xq!dx"dz:

The test statistic depends on a pair of bandwidths

(h, g), which is used for the directional-linear estimator,
and whose components are also considered for the mar-

ginal directional and linear kernel density estimators.

Under the null hypothesis of independence, H0, it holds

that E f̂!X;Z";h;g!x; z"
h i

% E f̂X;h!x"
' (

E f̂Z;g!z"
' (

:

Asymptotic properties of (4) have been studied by

Garcı́a-Portugués et al. (2013b), who proved its asymptotic
normality under independence, but with a slow rate of

convergence that does not encourage its use in practice. For

that reason, a calibration mechanism will be needed for the
practical application of the test.

In addition, the construction of Tn requires the calcula-

tion of an integral over Xq $ R; which may pose compu-

tational problems since it involves the calculation of

several nested integrals. However, if the kernel estimators
are obtained using von Mises and normal kernels, then an

easy to compute expression for Tn can be obtained, as

stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 If the kernel estimators involved in (4),

obtained from a random sample f!Xi; Zi"gni%1 of !X; Z"; are
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constructed with von Mises and normal kernels, the fol-

lowing expression for Tn holds:

Tn !1n

!
1

n2
W"h# $X"g# % 2

n3
W"h#X"g#

& 1

n4
W"h#1n10nX"g#

"
10n;

"5#

where o denotes the Hadamard product and W"h# and
X"g# are n 9 n matrices given by

W"h# !

 
Cq 1=h2" #2

Cq kXi & Xjk=h2
# $

!

ij

;

X"g# !
#
/ %%

2
p

g Zi % Zj
# $$

ij
;

where 1n ! "1; . . .; 1#; with length n, Cq is the normalizing

function (2) and / %%
2

p
g is the normal density with zero mean

and standard deviation
%%%
2

p
g:

The proof of this result can be seen in Appendix A. Note
that expression (5) for Tn only requires matrix operations.

This will be the expression used for computing the test

statistic. It should also be noted that the effect of the
dimension q appears only in the definition of Cq and in

kXi & Xjk; and both are easily scalable for large q. Thus,

an important advantage of (5) is that computing require-

ments are similar for different dimensions q, something

which is not the case if (4) is employed with numerical
integration.

3.2 Calibration of the test

The null hypothesis of independence is stated in a non-

parametric way, which determines the resampling methods
used for calibration. However, as the null hypothesis is of a

non-interaction kind, a permutation approach (which is not

at all foreign to hypothesis testing) seems a reliable option.

If Xi; Zi" #f gni!1 is a random sample from the directional-

linear variable X; Z" # and r is a random permutation of

n elements, then Xi; Zr"i#
# $& 'n

i!1
; represents the resulting

r-permuted sample. Tn
r denotes the test statistic computed

from the r-permuted random sample. Under the assump-
tion of independence between the directional and linear

components, it is reasonable to expect that the distribution

of Tn is similar to the distribution of Tn
r, which can be

easily approximated by Monte Carlo methods.

In addition to its simplicity, the main advantage of the

use of permutations is its easy implementation using
Lemma 1, as it is possible to reuse the computation of the

matrices W"h# and X"g# needed for Tn to compute a r-

permuted statistic Tn
r. In virtue of expression (5) and the

definition of Tn
r, the r-permuted test statistic is given by

Tr
n ! 1n

!
1

n2
W"h# $Xr"g# % 2

n3
W"h#Xr"g#

& 1

n4
W"h#1n10nX

r"g#
"
10n;

where the ijth entry of the matrix Xr"g# is the r(i)r(j)-
entry of X"g#: For the computation of W"h# and X"g#;
symmetry properties reduce the number of computations

and can also be used to optimize the products W"h# $
Xr"g# and W"h#Xr"g#: The last addend of Tn

r is the same

as that of Tn and there is no need to recompute it. The
testing procedure can be summarized in the following

algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Let "Xi; Zi#f gni!1 be a random sample from a

directional-linear variable "X; Z#:

1. Obtain a suitable pair of bandwidths (h, g).

2. Compute the observed value of Tn from (5), with kernel

density estimators taking bandwidths (h, g).
3. Permutation calibration. For b ! 1; . . .;B' n! com-

pute Trb
n with bandwidths (h, g) for a random permu-

tation rb.
4. Approximate the p-value by #

&
Tn ' Trb

n

'(
B; where #

denotes the cardinal of the set.

In Steps 2 and 3, a pair of bandwidths must be chosen.

For the directional-linear case, as commented in Section 2,

cross-validation bandwidths, namely "h; g#LCV and

"h; g#LSCV; can be considered. However, as usually happens
with cross-validatory bandwidths, these selectors tend to
provide undersmoothed estimators, something which a

priori is not desirable as introduces a substantial variability

in the statistic Tn.
To mitigate this problem, a more sophisticated band-

width selector will be introduced. Considering the von

Mises–normal kernel, the bootstrap version for the mean
integrated squared error (MISE) of the directional-linear

kernel density estimator (3) was derived by Garcı́a-Portu-

gués et al. (2013a):

MISE(
hp;gp

h; g" # !
)
Cq 1=h2

# $2
Cq 2=h2

# $%1
2p

1
2gn

*%1

& n%21n
+
"1% n%1#W(

2"h# $X
(
2"g#

% 2W(
1"h# $X

(
1"g#

&W(
0 $X

(
0

,
10n;

where matrices W(
a"h# and X(

a"g#; a ! 0; 1; 2 are
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W!
0 "

Cq#1=h2p$
2

Cq kXi % Xjk=h2p
! "

0

@

1

A

ij

;

W!
1#h$ "

Z

Xq

Cq 1=h2# $Cq#1=h2p$
2ex

0Xj=h2p

Cq kx=h2 % Xi=h2pk
! " xq#dx$

0

B@

1

CA

ij

;

W!
2#h$ "

 Z

Xq

Cq 1=h2# $2

Cq kx=h2 % Xi=h2pk
! "

&
Cq#1=h2p$

2

Cq kx=h2 % Xj=h2pk
! "xq#dx$

!

ij

;

X!
0 " / ##

2
p

gp
#Zi ' Zj$

! "

ij
;

X!
a#g$ " /ra;g#Zi ' Zj$

! "

ij
;

with ra;g " ag2 % 2g2p

! "1
2

; a " 1; 2; and (hp, gp) a given

pair of pilot bandwidths. Then, the estimation bandwidths
are obtained as

#h; g$bo " arg min
h;g[ 0

MISEhp;gp
!#h; g$:

The choice of (hp, gp) is needed in order to compute (h, g)bo.

This must be done by a joint criterion for two important
reasons. Firstly, to avoid the predominance of smoothing in

one component that may dominate the other (this could

happen, for example, if the directional variable is uniform, as
in that case the optimal bandwidth tends to infinity). Secondly,

to obtain a test with more power against deviations from

independence. Based on these comments, a new bandwidth
selector, named Bootstrap LCV (BLCV), is introduced:

#h; g$BLCV " arg min
h;g[ 0

MISE!
#h;g$MLCV

h; g# $;

where the pair of bandwidths (h, g)MLCV are obtained by
enlarging the order of (h, g)LCV to be of the kind
$
O
$
n'

1
6%q
%
;O

$
n'

1
7

%%
; the order that one would expect for a

pair of directional-linear pilot bandwidths. For the linear
component, this can be seen in the paper by Cao (1993),

where the pilot bandwidth is proved to be gp " O
$
n'

1
7

%
;

larger than the order of the optimal estimation bandwidth,

n'
1
5: For the directional case there is no pilot bandwidth

available, but considering that the order of the optimal

estimation bandwidth is n'
1

4%q (Garcı́a-Portugués et al.

2013a), then a plausible conjecture is hp " O
$
n'

1
6%q
%
:

3.3 Simulation study

Six different directional-linear models were considered in

the simulation study. The models are indexed by a d

parameter that measures the degree of deviation from the

independence, where d = 0 represents independence and
d[ 0 accounts for different degrees of dependence. The

models show three kind of possible deviations from the

independence: first order deviations, that is, deviations in
the conditional expectation (models M1, M2 and M3);

second order deviations or conditional variance deviations

(models M4 and M5) and first and second order deviations
(model M6). In order to clarify notation, /#&;m; r$ and

fLN#&;m; r$ represent the density of a normal and a log-
normal, with mean/log-scale m and standard deviation/

shape r. Notation 0q represents a vector of q zeros.

M1. f1#x; z$ " /#z; d#2% xTl$; r$ ( fvM#x; l; j$; with

l " #0q; 1$; j " 1 and r = 1.

M2. f2#x; z$ " fLN#z; d#1% #xTl$2$; r$ ( fvM#x; l;j$;
with l " #'1; 0q$; j " 0 and r " 1

4 :

M3. f3#x; z$ " )rfLN#z; d#1% #xTl1$
3$; r1$ % #1' r$

/#z;m; r2$* ( )pfvM#x; l1; j1$ % #1' p$fvM#x; l2;
j2$*; with l1 " #0q; 1$; l2 " #0q;'1$; j1 " 2;

j2 " 1; p " 3
4 ; r1 " r2 " 1

4 ; m " 1 and r " 1
4 :

M4. f4#x; z$ " / z;m; 14 % d#1' #xTlr$
3$

!
( fvM#x; l; j$;

with l " #0q; 1$; j " 1; lr " #'1; 0q$ and m = 0.

M5. f5#x; z$ " fLN z;m; 5% d#3xTl2 ' xTl1$# $'1
! "

( pfvM#x; l1; j1$ % #1' p$fvM#x; l2; j2$) *; with

l1 " #0q; 1$; l2 " #0q;'1$; j1 " j2 " 2; p " 1
2

and m = 0.

M6. f6#x; z$ "
&
rfLN#z;m;r$ % #1' r$/ z; d#2% xTlr$;#

1
4 % d#xTlr$

2$
'
( fvM#x; l; j$; with l " #0q; 1$; lr "

#'1; 0q$; j " 1; p " 3
4 ; r " 1

2 ; m " 0 and r " 3
4 :

The choice of the models was done in order to capture

situations with heteroskedasticity, skewness in the linear
component and different types of von Mises mixtures in the

directional component.

For the proposed models, different deviations from inde-
pendence have been considered, by setting d " 0; 0:25; 0:50:
The proposed test statistic has been computed for all the

models and sample sizes n = 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000. The
new test based on the permutation resampling described in

Algorithm 1, depending on the bandwidth choice, is denoted

by TLCV
n and TBLCV

n : The number of permutations considered

was B = 1000 and the number ofMonte Carlo replicates was

M = 1000. Both the circular-linear and spherical-linear cases

were explored. For the circular-linear case, the test was
compared with the three tests available for circular-linear

association, described as follows:

– Circular-linear correlation coefficient from Mardia

(1976) and Johnson and Wehrly (1977), denoted by Rn
2.

– Rank circular-linear correlation coefficient from Mar-
dia (1976), denoted by Un.
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Table 1 Proportion of rejections for the Rn
2, Un, k4n

* , Tn
LCV and Tn

BLCV tests of independence as a function of sample size, n, and model, for a
nominal significance level of 5 %

n Model Circular-linear Spherical-linear

Rn
2 Un k4n

* Tn
LCV Tn

BLCV Tn
LCV Tn

BLCV

50 H1,0.00 0.047 0.040 0.047 0.050 0.047 0.059 0.045

H2,0.00 0.051 0.044 0.042 0.055 0.052 0.057 0.052

H3,0.00 0.047 0.045 0.051 0.059 0.054 0.051 0.048

H4,0.00 0.047 0.040 0.047 0.050 0.046 0.059 0.046

H5,0.00 0.042 0.045 0.053 0.055 0.047 0.070 0.057

H6,0.00 0.058 0.065 0.062 0.057 0.055 0.065 0.054

H1,0.25 0.162 0.120 0.092 0.132 0.139 0.099 0.094

H2,0.25 0.055 0.074 0.088 0.143 0.071 0.072 0.050

H3,0.25 0.535 0.538 0.365 0.511 0.543 0.238 0.246

H4,0.25 0.051 0.044 0.067 0.239 0.234 0.103 0.097

H5,0.25 0.046 0.049 0.059 0.128 0.121 0.110 0.094

H6,0.25 0.354 0.332 0.239 0.436 0.432 0.284 0.275

H1,0.50 0.512 0.412 0.235 0.378 0.421 0.231 0.253

H2,0.50 0.054 0.124 0.261 0.633 0.291 0.219 0.078

H3,0.50 0.925 0.845 0.734 0.929 0.949 0.662 0.666

H4,0.50 0.058 0.050 0.081 0.424 0.420 0.149 0.139

H5,0.50 0.055 0.059 0.094 0.501 0.491 0.320 0.298

H6,0.50 0.782 0.706 0.536 0.754 0.756 0.556 0.540

100 H1,0.00 0.052 0.054 0.063 0.068 0.061 0.072 0.068

H2,0.00 0.044 0.046 0.052 0.053 0.048 0.051 0.055

H3,0.00 0.047 0.050 0.046 0.061 0.054 0.064 0.049

H4,0.00 0.052 0.054 0.063 0.067 0.060 0.072 0.071

H5,0.00 0.056 0.050 0.057 0.073 0.063 0.074 0.063

H6,0.00 0.046 0.046 0.050 0.062 0.059 0.077 0.071

H1,0.25 0.291 0.227 0.102 0.211 0.213 0.155 0.163

H2,0.25 0.051 0.073 0.092 0.263 0.094 0.114 0.067

H3,0.25 0.889 0.851 0.407 0.805 0.849 0.487 0.500

H4,0.25 0.060 0.049 0.074 0.478 0.484 0.222 0.219

H5,0.25 0.063 0.050 0.067 0.260 0.251 0.171 0.171

H6,0.25 0.547 0.574 0.283 0.720 0.718 0.492 0.479

H1,0.50 0.847 0.721 0.290 0.669 0.718 0.416 0.460

H2,0.50 0.053 0.122 0.279 0.940 0.660 0.530 0.123

H3,0.50 1.000 0.997 0.872 0.999 0.999 0.942 0.957

H4,0.50 0.058 0.053 0.103 0.784 0.803 0.341 0.355

H5,0.50 0.083 0.056 0.107 0.836 0.860 0.602 0.630

H6,0.50 0.965 0.951 0.642 0.968 0.967 0.864 0.845

200 H1,0.00 0.049 0.056 0.064 0.057 0.054 0.065 0.060

H2,0.00 0.055 0.063 0.055 0.053 0.054 0.046 0.041

H3,0.00 0.051 0.054 0.058 0.053 0.050 0.045 0.042

H4,0.00 0.049 0.056 0.064 0.057 0.053 0.065 0.057

H5,0.00 0.049 0.056 0.043 0.066 0.063 0.060 0.061

H6,0.00 0.048 0.059 0.052 0.049 0.046 0.054 0.048

H1,0.25 0.529 0.444 0.099 0.349 0.373 0.192 0.208

H2,0.25 0.058 0.081 0.106 0.551 0.154 0.178 0.052

H3,0.25 0.996 0.995 0.431 0.980 0.987 0.795 0.818

H4,0.25 0.054 0.057 0.085 0.839 0.862 0.337 0.348
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– k4n measure of cylindrical association of Fisher and

Lee (1981), implemented with its incomplete version

k4n
* considering m = 5000 random 4-tuples.

Although there exists an exact distribution for Rn
2 under

certain normality assumptions on the linear response and

asymptotic distributions for Un and k4n
* , for a fair com-

parison, the calibration of these tests has also been done by

permutations (B = 1000). The exact and asymptotic dis-

tributions for Rn
2 and Un were also tried instead of the

permutation approach, providing empirical levels and

powers quite similar to the ones based on permutations.

The proportion of rejections under Hk,d (for model
number k with d deviation) is reported in Tables 1 and 2,

for the circular-linear and spherical-linear cases, with dif-

ferent sample sizes. In the circular-linear case, the empir-
ical size is close to the nominal level for all the competing

tests. The Tn
LCV test for this case shows in general a satis-

factory behavior under the null hypothesis, except for some
cases in models M1, M4 and M5, where the test tends to

reject the null hypothesis more than expected. This is

mostly corrected by Tn
BLCV, with a decrease of power with

respect to Tn
LCV in model M2. For the spherical-linear case,

the improvement in size approximation Tn
BLCV is notable,

specially for small sample sizes. If the tests maintain the

nominal significance level of 5 %, it is expected that

approximately 95% of the observed proportions of rejec-
tions under the null hypothesis (i.e. when d = 0) to lie

within the interval (0.036,0.064) to three decimal places.

Regarding power, the test for Rn
2 is the most powerful

one for models M1 and M3, although the performance of

Tn
LCV and Tn

BLCV, specially for model M3, is quite similar.

This was to be expected, as the circular-linear association
tests should present more power against deviations of the

first order. However, for models M2, M4 and M5, all these

tests are not able to distinguish the alternatives and the

rejection ratios are close to the nominal level, resulting in

k4n
* , being the test with better behavior among them. In

contrast, Tn
LCV and Tn

BLCV correctly detect the deviations

from the null. In Model M6, Rn
2 is only the most compet-

itive for the situation with n = 50, with Tn
LCV and Tn

BLCV

the most competitive for the remainder of situations. Un

shows a similar performance to Rn
2, but with more power in

M2 and less in M5. k4n
* is less affected than Rn

2 and Un by

the change of models, but also has lower power than them

for models M1, M3 and M6. The results for the spherical-
linear case are quite similar to the previous ones for the

empirical size, but with lower power in comparison with

the circular-linear scenario, something expected as a con-
sequence of the difference in dimensionality.

Some final comments on the simulation results follow.

For the different sample sizes and dimensions, the running
times for Tn

LCV and Tn
BLCV are collected in Table 3. Com-

putation times for Tn
LCV are very similar for different

dimensions q, whereas Tn
BLCV is affected by q due to the

choice of the bandwidths (h, g)BLCV. The choice of the

kernels was corroborated to be non-important for testing, as

similar results were obtained for the test Tn
LCV using the

directional-linear kernel LK!r; t" # !1$ r"1%0;1&!r" '
3
4 !1$ t2"1%$1;1&!t": Cross-validatory bandwidths LSCV and

BLSCV were also tried in the simulation study, providing

worse results (this is also what usually happens with
directional data, as it can be seen in Garcı́a-Portugués

(2013)). Finally, it is worth mentioning that bootstrap

calibration was also tried as an alternative to the permu-
tation approach, using a pair of bandwidths for estimation

and another pair for the smooth resampling. The results in

terms of size, power and computing times were substan-
tially worse than the ones obtained for permutations.

In conclusion, both Tn
LCV and Tn

BLCV tests show a com-

petitive behavior in all the simulation models, sample sizes

Table 1 continued

n Model Circular-linear Spherical-linear

Rn
2 Un k4n

* Tn
LCV Tn

BLCV Tn
LCV Tn

BLCV

H5,0.25 0.056 0.052 0.058 0.459 0.487 0.303 0.343

H6,0.25 0.830 0.896 0.277 0.974 0.971 0.842 0.830

H1,0.50 0.982 0.957 0.299 0.924 0.940 0.721 0.750

H2,0.50 0.061 0.145 0.325 0.999 0.967 0.899 0.249

H3,0.50 1.000 1.000 0.913 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H4,0.50 0.053 0.058 0.122 0.981 0.984 0.595 0.618

H5,0.50 0.124 0.051 0.105 0.991 0.995 0.921 0.950

H6,0.50 1.000 1.000 0.691 1.000 1.000 0.994 0.993

For the six different models the values of the deviation from independence parameter are d = 0 (independence), 0.25 and 0.50. Each proportion
was calculated using B = 1000 permutations for each of M = 1000 random samples of size n simulated from the specified model
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and dimensions considered, only being outperformed by Rn
2

in models M1 and M3. Nevertheless, for those models, the

rejection rates of both tests are in general close to the ones

of Rn
2. The test Tn

BLCV corrects the over rejection of Tn
LCV in

certain simulation models, without a significant loss in

power but at the expense of a high computational cost.

Finally, the classical tests Rn
2, Un and k4n

* presented critical
problems on detecting second order and some first order

deviations from the independence. For all those reasons,

the final recommendation is to preferably use the test
Tn
BLCV for inference on directional-linear independence and

Tn
LCV for a less computing intensive exploratory analysis.

Table 2 Proportion of rejections for the Rn
2, Un, k4n

* , Tn
LCV and Tn

BLCV tests of independence as a function of sample size, n, and model, for a
nominal significance level of 5 %

n Model Circular-linear Spherical-linear

Rn
2 Un k4n

* Tn
LCV Tn

BLCV Tn
LCV Tn

BLCV

500 H1,0.00 0.053 0.060 0.054 0.069 0.064 0.055 0.045

H2,0.00 0.060 0.050 0.053 0.062 0.055 0.046 0.048

H3,0.00 0.054 0.059 0.064 0.050 0.044 0.045 0.042

H4,0.00 0.053 0.060 0.054 0.069 0.062 0.056 0.050

H5,0.00 0.042 0.038 0.058 0.050 0.047 0.051 0.059

H6,0.00 0.052 0.050 0.053 0.059 0.062 0.059 0.055

H1,0.25 0.916 0.842 0.088 0.698 0.727 0.422 0.447

H2,0.25 0.050 0.073 0.095 0.973 0.511 0.557 0.073

H3,0.25 1.000 1.000 0.443 1.000 1.000 0.995 0.997

H4,0.25 0.057 0.060 0.077 0.999 0.999 0.764 0.786

H5,0.25 0.080 0.038 0.068 0.850 0.865 0.679 0.750

H6,0.25 0.998 1.000 0.263 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998

H1,0.50 1.000 1.000 0.264 0.998 0.999 0.982 0.986

H2,0.50 0.053 0.125 0.322 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.910

H3,0.50 1.000 1.000 0.942 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H4,0.50 0.064 0.060 0.090 1.000 1.000 0.982 0.987

H5,0.50 0.258 0.043 0.108 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H6,0.50 1.000 1.000 0.709 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

1,000 H1,0.00 0.059 0.053 0.060 0.056 0.057 0.061 0.060

H2,0.00 0.043 0.042 0.070 0.045 0.046 0.058 0.051

H3,0.00 0.063 0.054 0.062 0.057 0.054 0.038 0.037

H4,0.00 0.059 0.053 0.060 0.056 0.054 0.061 0.054

H5,0.00 0.055 0.060 0.047 0.053 0.051 0.078 0.074

H6,0.00 0.045 0.047 0.054 0.057 0.058 0.052 0.048

H1,0.25 0.997 0.992 0.084 0.938 0.947 0.730 0.747

H2,0.25 0.046 0.067 0.109 1.000 0.910 0.947 0.123

H3,0.25 1.000 1.000 0.459 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H4,0.25 0.061 0.052 0.074 1.000 1.000 0.989 0.991

H5,0.25 0.129 0.059 0.059 0.993 0.995 0.936 0.971

H6,0.25 1.000 1.000 0.257 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H1,0.50 1.000 1.000 0.281 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H2,0.50 0.049 0.125 0.305 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H3,0.50 1.000 1.000 0.954 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H4,0.50 0.058 0.057 0.099 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H5,0.50 0.486 0.058 0.106 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

H6,0.50 1.000 1.000 0.751 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

For the six different models the values of the deviation from independence parameter are d = 0 (independence), 0.25 and 0.50. Each proportion
was calculated using M = 1000 permutations of each of B = 1000 random samples of size n simulated from the specified model
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4 Real data analysis

4.1 Data description

The original Portuguese fire atlas, covering the period from

1975 to 2005, is the longest annual and country-wide car-

tographic fire database in Europe (Pereira and Santos
2003). Annual wildfire maps were derived from Landsat

data, which represents the world’s longest and continu-

ously acquired collection of moderate resolution land
remote sensing data, providing a unique resource for those

who work in forestry, mapping and global change research.

For each year in the dataset, Landsat imagery covering
Portugal’s mainland was acquired after the end of the fire

season, thus providing a snapshot of the fires that occurred

during the season. Annual fire perimeters were derived
through a semi-automatic procedure that starts with

supervised image classification, followed by manual edit-
ing of classification results. Minimum Mapping Unit

(MMU), i.e., the size of the smallest fire mapped, changed

according to available data. Between 1975 and 1983 (the
MultiSpectral Scanner era), spatial resolution of satellite

images is 80 m and MMU of 35 ha. From 1984 onwards

with data availability at spatial resolution of 30 m (The-
matic Mapper and Enhanced Thematic Mapper era) MMU

is 5 ha, allowing to map a larger number of smaller fires

than in the 1975–1983 era. Below an MMU of *5 ha the
burnt area classification errors increase substantially, and

given the very skewed nature of fire size distribution, the

5 ha threshold ensures that over 90% of total area actually
burned is mapped. For consistency, and due to discrepan-

cies in minimum mapping unit between 1975–1983 and

1985–2005, in this study only fire perimeters mapped in the
latter period were considered, which results in 26,870 fire

perimeters.

This application is based on the watershed delineation
proposed by Barros et al. (2012). In their work, watersheds

were derived from the shuttle radar topography mission

(SRTM) digital terrain model (Farr et al. 2007) using the
ArcGIS hydrology toolbox (ESRI 2009). Minimum

watershed size was interactively increased so that each

watershed contained a minimum of 25 fire observations

(see the cited work for more details). Fire perimeters
straddling watershed boundaries were allocated to the

watershed that contained its centroid.

The orientation of fire perimeters and watersheds was
determined by principal component analysis, following the

approach proposed by Luo (1998, pp. 131–136). Specifi-

cally, principal component analysis was applied to the
points that constitute the object’s boundary (fire or water-

shed), with orientation given by the first principal com-

ponent (PC1). Boundary points can be represented either in
bidimensional space defined by each vertex’s latitude and

longitude coordinates, or in tridimensional space, taking

also into account the altitude. Then, the PC1 corresponds to
an axis that passes through the center of mass of the object

and maximizes the variance of the projected vertices,

represented in R2 or in R3: The fact of computing the PC1

also in R3 aims to take into account the variability of fires
according to their slope, which, as the center plot of Fig. 1

shows, presents marked differences between regions. Then,

the orientation of the object is taken as the direction given
by its PC1.

It is important to notice that an orientation is an axial

observation, and that some conversion is needed for apply-
ing the directional-linear independence test. In the two-

dimensional case, the orientations can be encoded by an

angular variable H 2 !0; p"; with period p, so 2H is a cir-
cular variable. Then, with this codification, the angles 0, p/
2, p, 3p/2 represent the E/W, NE/SW, N/S and NW/SE

orientations, respectively. In the three-dimensional space,
the orientation is coded by a pair of angles #H;U" using

spherical coordinates, where H 2 !0; p" plays the same role

as the previous setting and U 2 !0; p=2$ measures the incli-
nation (U % p

2 for flat slope and U % 0 for vertical; only

positive angles are considered as the slope of a certain angle

x equals the slope of -x). Therefore, points with spherical
coordinates #2H;U";which lie on the upper semisphere, can

be regarded as a realization of a spherical variable.

Table 3 Computing times (in s) for Tn
LCV and Tn

BLCV as a function of sample size and dimension q, with q = 1 for the circular-linear case and
q = 2 for the spherical-linear case

Test q Sample size

50 100 200 500 1,000

TLCV
n

1 0.17 0.25 0.93 6.15 28.41

2 0.09 0.27 0.93 6.14 28.83

TBLCV
n

1 0.66 1.11 2.05 9.12 33.79

2 4.27 5.18 9.98 26.27 71.89

The tests were run with B = 1000 permutations and the times were measured in a 3.5 GHz core
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4.2 Results

The null hypothesis of independence between wildfire
orientation and its burnt area (in log scale) is rejected,

either using orientations in R2 or in R3; with a common p-

value 0.000. The test is carried out using the bandwidth

selector BLCV (considered from now on) and all the
26,870 observations for years 1985–2005, ignoring strati-

fication by watershed, and with B = 1000 permutations.

The p-values for the null hypothesis of independence
between the orientation of a watershed and the total burnt

area of fires within the region are 0.008 and 0.000 for

orientations in R2 and in R3; respectively. Therefore, the
null hypothesis is emphatically rejected.

After identifying the presence of dependence between
wildfire orientation and size, it is possible to carry out a

watershed-based spatial analysis by applying the test to

each watershed, in order to detect if the presence of
dependence is homogeneous, or if it is only related to some

particular areas. Figures 2 and 3 represents maps of p-

values of the test applied to the observations of each

watershed, using PC1 in R2 and in R3 (from left to right,

first and third plots of Fig. 3, respectively). The maps
reveal the presence of 13 and 27 watersheds where the null

hypothesis of independence is rejected with significance

level a = 0.05, for the circular-linear and the spherical-
linear cases, respectively. This shows that the presence of

dependence between fire orientation and size is not

homogeneous and it is located in specific watersheds (see
Fig. 4). It is also interesting to note that the inclusion of the

altitude coordinate in the computation of the PC1 leads to a

richer detection of dependence between the wildfire ori-
entation and size at the watershed level. This is due to the

negative relation between the fire slope and size (see

Fig. 4), as large fires tend to have a flatter PC1 in R3

because they occur over highly variable terrain. Finally, the
resulting p-values from the watershed analysis can also be

adjusted using the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure of

Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) (from left to right, second
and fourth plots of Fig. 3). It is also possible to combine

the p-values of the unadjusted maps with the FDR to test

for independence between the wildfire orientation and the
log-burnt area. The resulting p-values are 0.000 for the

circular-linear and spherical-linear cases.
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Fig. 2 Random samples of n = 500 points for the simulation models
in the circular-linear case, with d = 0.50 (situation with dependence).
From up to down and left to right, models M1 to M6. Models M1, M2
and M3 present a deviation from the independence in terms of the

conditional expectation; models M4 and M5 account for a deviation
in terms of the conditional variance and model M6 includes
deviations both in conditional expectation and variance
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Fig. 3 p-values from the independence test for the first principal
component PC1 of the fire perimeter and the burnt area (on a log
scale), by watersheds. From left to right, the first and second maps

represent the circular-linear p-values (PC1 in R2) and their corrected

versions using the FDR, respectively. The third and fourth maps

represent the spherical-linear situation (PC1 in R3), with uncorrected
and corrected p-values by FDR, respectively

Fig. 4 Left: density contour plot for fires in watershed number 31,
the watershed in the second plot on the left of Fig. 3 with p-
value = 0.000. The number of fires in the watershed is n = 1543.
The contour plot shows that the size of the area burnt is related with

the orientation of the fires in the watershed. Right scatter plot of the
fires slope and the burnt area for the whole dataset, with a
nonparametric kernel regression curve. The plot evidences the
negative correlation between fire slope and size
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5 Discussion

A nonparametric test for assessing independence between a

directional and a linear component has been proposed, and

its finite sample performance has been investigated in a
simulation study. Simulation results support a satisfactory

behavior of the permutation test implemented with LCV

and BLCV bandwidths, in most cases outperforming the
available circular-linear testing proposals, and being com-

petitive in other cases. The proposed BLCV bandwidths

presents better results in terms of empirical size, although
further study is required in bandwidth selection. In addi-

tion, when the null hypothesis of independence is rejected,

the kernel density estimate can be used to explore the form
of dependence, at least for the circular-linear and spherical-

linear cases.

The application of the test to the entire wildfire orien-
tation and size dataset makes possible the detection of

dependence between these two variables, for both two-

dimensional or three-dimensional orientation. The same
conclusion holds for watershed orientation and total area

burnt. A detailed study of each watershed allows for a more

specific insight into the problem. The evidence of inde-
pendence between fire size and fire orientation in some

watersheds, suggests that an event-based analysis (such as

the work of Barros et al. (2012)) should yield results
similar to those that would be expected from an area-based

analysis. On the other hand, detection of dependence
between fire size and orientation in watersheds with uni-

form orientation (Barros et al. 2012) highlights cases

where there may be a mixture of orientations. In such
cases, an analysis taking fire size into account might find

evidence of preferential orientation in fire perimeters. In

watersheds where fire events show preferential orientation
(non-uniform distribution) and there is dependence

between size and orientation, fire orientation distributions

are structured in relation to fire size, especially considering
the typically asymmetric nature of fire size distributions,

dominated by a small number of very large events (Strauss

et al. 1989). In these cases, an area-weighted analysis of
fire perimeter orientation might lead to different results

than those found by Barros et al. (2012). When altitude is

included in calculation of the PC1 in R3; it highlights the
negative relation between fire slope and size, which is

mostly due to the fact that larger fires present flatter PC1.
Slope has a skewed distribution, with low mean value and a

relatively long right tail. Thus, while small fires usually

occur on high slopes, large fires on consistently steep areas
are unlikely.

Finally, it can be argued that the data are probably not

independent and identically distributed over space and
time. Unfortunately, given the data gathering procedure

(detailed at the beginning of Section 4) dependence pat-

terns cannot be clearly identified. Accounting for temporal
or spatial dependence directly in the directional-linear

kernel estimator and in the testing procedure is an open

problem.
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Appendix

A Proof of Lemma 1

Proof The closed expression (just involving matrix com-
putations) for Tn is obtained by splitting the calculation into

three addends:

Tn !
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Xq"R
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The first addend is:
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For the second addend,
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Finally, the third addend is obtained as
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From the previous results and after applying some matrix
algebra, it turns out that
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Abstract

Previous research has shown that fires burn certain land cover types disproportionally to their abundance.

We used quantile regression to study land cover proneness to fire as a function of fire size, under the

hypothesis that they are inversely related, for all land cover types. Using five years of fire perimeters,

we estimated conditional quantile functions for lower (avoidance) and upper (preference) quantiles of

fire selectivity for five land cover types - annual crops, evergreen oak woodlands, eucalypt forests, pine

forests and shrublands. The slope of significant regression quantiles describes the rate of change in fire

selectivity (avoidance or preference) as a function of fire size. We used Monte-Carlo methods to randomly

permutate fires in order to obtain a distribution of fire selectivity due to chance. This distribution was

used to test the null hypotheses that 1) mean fire selectivity does not differ from that obtained by

randomly relocating observed fire perimeters; 2) that land cover proneness to fire does not vary with fire

size. Our results show that land cover proneness to fire is higher for shrublands and pine forests than

for annual crops and evergreen oak woodlands. As fire size increases, selectivity decreases for all land

cover types tested. Moreover, the rate of change in selectivity with fire size is higher for preference than

for avoidance. Comparison between observed and randomized data led us to reject both null hypotheses

tested (α=0.05) and to conclude it is very unlikely the observed values of fire selectivity and change in

selectivity with fire size are due to chance.

Introduction

Wildfire is a ubiquitous disturbance in many ecosystems of the world [1, 2]. Unlike other ecological

disturbances, such as cyclones or earthquakes, fires feed on complex organic molecules transforming them

into organic and mineral products, thus acting as an evolutionary force that shapes fire-prone ecosystems
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and plays a pivotal role in maintaining their structure and function [3].

What is common to any fire-prone ecosystem is that its fire regime - broadly described in terms of fire

occurrence, spread, behavior and effects - results from non-linear processes controlled by the interactions

and feedbacks between fire, land use, vegetation attributes, climate, landscape characteristics and ignition

patterns. Understanding the mechanisms that determine where and when fires occur, what limits their

growth and intensity, and what will be the ecosystem response is an essential goal of fire ecology and

management [4–6]. Past studies addressed the relationships between climate, fuel, topography, in what is

commonly described as the fire behaviour triangle [4, 7–10]. Over the past years, in Southern California

and in the Mediterranean Basin regions, the relative contribution of fuel vs climate has been the focus

of attention and remains an issue under debate, with strong arguments on both sides and important

management implications [8, 11–14]. If, in fact, fuels (age, load and continuity) are determinant for the

occurrence of severe fire seasons, then fuel management may be efficient in reducing fire hazard [15].

However, if area burned tends to coincide with episodes of severe weather, poorly constrained by fuel

landscape properties, then investments in large scale fuel management programs are unlikely to succeed

[16, 17]. Furthermore, future climate change is likely to exert stronger impact in fire regimes that are

primarily climate-driven. The relative dominance of fire regime controls can also change in time. A recent

study [18] identified a major shift in the fire regime of the Western Mediterranean Basin over the past

130 years, with a change point circa 1970. In the decades after 1970, number of fires doubled and burned

area increased by one order of magnitude. The authors show that the main driver of this shift was the

increase in fuel amount due to rural abandonment. Additionally, it was shown that climatic conditions

were poorly related to pre-1970s fires and strongly related to post-1970s fires, suggesting that fires are

currently less fuel-limited and more drought-driven than before the 1970s [18]. Similar results were found

by [19] for the eastern Mediterranean region using historical fire data between 1894 and 2010. Trend

analysis of number of fires and air temperature showed a statistically significant increase, particularly

after the mid-1970s, and strong correlations between fire occurrence (number of fires and burnt area) and

mean maximum and the absolute maximum air temperature [19].

The landscape in the Mediterranean basin is highly dynamic, humanized and fire-prone, therefore

land use/land cover changes (LULC) have strong effects on fire hazard through changes in vegetation

structure, fuel load, and fuel composition [12,20–22]. A better understanding of the relationship between

fire and fuel provides the basis for analyses that attempt to quantify land cover proneness to fire or,
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alternatively, fire selectivity towards different land cover types. The concept of fire selectivity, also

known as fire selection ratio, is derived from seminal work of [3], whom used the metaphor of fire as

global herbivore capable of significantly alter biomass in flammable ecosystems [3]. The interpretation

of fire selectivity is straightforward - fires are considered selective if they burn through a certain land

cover type disproportionally to its availability. Selectivity is positive (preference) if the land cover is

burned proportionally more than available and is negative (avoidance) if the land cover class is burned

proportionally less than available. When a land cover type is consumed proportionally to its availability

the fire is considered indifferent to that land cover type.

Previous analyses of fire selectivity towards different land cover types in Portugal suggest that shrub-

lands and conifer stands are more fire prone, while agricultural areas are less fire prone [20,23–26]. Within

forest types [27] found that the most fire prone forest type is maritime pine, followed by eucalypt and

unspecified broadleaf species, while stone pine is the least fire prone. Land cover proneness to fire and

terrain was analyzed by [28]. In agreement with other analyses, shrublands and steep slopes were found

to be the most fire prone land cover/topographic setting. Broad scale analysis of fire selectivity to land

cover and topography in southern European countries suggested that shrublands and grasslands were pre-

ferred by fire, with forests showing intermediate values of selectivity. Results also show that north-facing

slopes steeper than 25% were less susceptible to burning [29]. In a study for Sardignia, Italy, [30] showed

that the mean fire size of grasslands and shrublands is significantly larger than expected using a random

null model, whereas in urban areas and permanent crops there is significant resistance to fire spread. In

central Spain, and based on data from 16 years, [31] concluded that pine woodlands showed significant

and positive fire selectivity, whereas deciduous woodlands showed significant and negative selectivity.

Their study also shows that fires positively selected areas closer to towns and roads, and that selectivity

to topographic variables - slope and aspect - was less marked than for land cover and proximity to towns

and roads [31].

Despite overall agreement between fire selectivity analyses, their conclusions may be hindered by the

effects of other drivers of fire spread, e.g. fuel connectivity, structure and load, landform position, level

of suppression and weather conditions, which can overwhelm the importance of land cover type [24, 32].

Furthermore, [31] elaborates on the shortcomings associated with nature of fire data and fire selectivity

analyses that may affect the findings of some studies. The authors propose assessing fire selectivity

through a null based model based on fire size and shape that is independent of spatial relationships or
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any other distributional bias of fire data [30, 31]. Under severe weather conditions fires are expected to

become larger and, to a certain extent, independent of land cover patterns [4,33,34], i.e. it is likely that as

fire size increases, selectivity becomes less important, as other drivers, e.g. weather, become increasingly

important [4]. The effect of fire size on fire selectivity was addressed by [26], whom analyzed selectivity

in distinct fire size classes. The authors concluded that large (>5km2 and ≥15 km2) and very large

(>15km2) fires are not significantly selective for land cover, while small fires (≤5 km2) are unequivocally

selective. [31] also examined the size-dependent variation in the degree of fire selectivity, by dividing fires

into small (<100ha) and large (>100ha) and found no differences in the land cover selection indexes

between both groups.

The present study aims to discern to what extent fire selectivity towards different land cover varies as

a function of fire size. We used quantile regression to determine how selectivity responds to increasing fire

size, for different land cover types. Quantile regression allows studying the edges of the response variable

distribution (selectivity), conditioned on values of the predictor variable (fire size). In this context, for

any given land cover type lower quantiles correspond to avoidance, while higher quantiles correspond to

preference for that specific land cover. Under the assumption that land cover types are differently prone

to fire, we expect to find different rates of change in both upper and lower quantiles, among different

land cover types. These rates of change in selectivity will be quantified by the slope of the estimated

linear regression quantiles and compared with a null random model, to test the hypotheses that land

cover proneness to fire is independent from fire size. The present study is meant to contribute to the

current debate on the importance of weather vs fuel as determinants of fire regime attributes [35, 36],

with implications for the land use planning and fuel management in the wildland-urban interface. From

the fire management stand-point, in land cover types with higher rates of change in selectivity escalating

fire behavior is likely to be quicker, thus with potential for severe fire behavior. Based on that knowledge,

more accurate assessment of potential fuel management practices and improved fire suppression strategies

can be developed.
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Data and Methods

Study area and data

The study area, with approximately 89,100km2, corresponds to mainland Portugal, located in south-

western Europe (Figure 1). The Portuguese climate is temperate, with lower mean annual temperature

along the coast and in the northern half of the country [37]. Precipitation is higher in the interior

highlands of northern Portugal than in the southern half of the country. The dry season, corresponding

to about 6% of the mean annual precipitation, is concurrent with the fire season and takes place during

the summer months, usually June to September [37]. According to the latest revision of the National

Forest Inventory (2010), forested lands (plantations or woodlands) are the most common land cover type,

representing 40% of Portugal’s mainland surface area. From the latter, 27% corresponds to maritime

pine stands (Pinus pinaster), 23% to blue gum stands (Eucalyptus globulus) and 23% to cork oak

(Quercus suber). Maritime pine stands occur mainly in the northern half of the country, while blue gum

stands are predominant in the western half, central and southern of Portugal. Evergreen oak woodlands

of cork oak and holm oak (Quercus rotundifolia) are abundant in the south-western and south-eastern

portions of the country, respectively. Agriculture covers one third of the Portuguese mainland and is

widely present throughout the study area, particularly in the central costal plain and along main river

valleys and alluvial plains. Shrublands represent 22% of Portugal’s surface and are primarily found in

eastern half of the country and/or in mountainous regions with low population density.

Wildfire is the most influential process shaping short-term landscape dynamics in the study area

[24, 38]. Portuguese pyro-geography is quite heterogeneous in terms of fire ignitions and burned areas.

Ignitions are spatially concentrated and more frequent in coastal and peri-urban areas, but due to higher

population density, accessibility and landscape fragmentation, seldom originate large burned areas [39].

Large fires, responsible for the vast majority of the burned area occur in the northern interior part

of the study area, where lower demographic pressure coupled with higher fuel connectivity and fuel

loads contribute to occurrence of most extensive burning [20]. The majority of area burned (80%) in

Portugal is due to fire events occurring during a small number (10%) of summer days, when the typical

atmospheric circulation pattern is characterized by an upper level ridge located over the Iberian Peninsula

and conducive to severe fire weather [40, 41].

The Portuguese fire atlas, derived from satellite imagery, includes fire perimeters from 1975 to 2009
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Figure 1. Study area corresponds to mainland Portugal located in the Iberian Peninsula,
Europe.

[42]. Annual fire perimeter maps were obtained with semi-automatic supervised classification of single-

date, post-fire season Landsat imagery, performed with the Classification and Regression Trees (CART)

algorithm of [43]. We relied primarily on near-infrared and mid-infrared channels, and thus were able to

avoid atmospheric correction of the data. In each year, we performed relative radiometric calibration of

the eight Landsat images required to form the mosaic covering the entire mainland of Portugal, ensuring

consistent performance of the image classification rules induced with CART. Accuracy of the data was

assessed by comparing mapped burned area with field statistics gathered on the ground by the National

Forest Authority, and by the National Civil Protection Authority, for over 3000 administrative units. The

Portuguese fire perimeter database can be accessed at www.icnf.pt. We used fire data from the 1990-1994

fire seasons, with spatial resolution of 30m and minimum mapping unit of 5ha (Figure 2). In the five
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years considered in this study, a total of 5,712 fire perimeters were mapped (Table 1). Overall burned

area over this period was 442,924ha, with mean fire size of 77ha (Table 1).

Table 1. Number of fires and burned area per year

Year Number of fires Burned area (ha)
1990 1670 113,136
1991 1552 161,205
1992 712 34,219
1993 467 45,447
1994 1311 88,917

During the study period, 1990-1994, total number of fires and burnt area corresponds to 5,712 and
442,924, respectively.

To characterize land cover in the study area we used the 1990 land cover map (COS90) [44]. COS90 is

a land cover classification map for mainland Portugal, derived from aerial photography collected between

June and September of 1990 (Figure 2). It has a minimum mapping unit of 1ha and is available in vector

format at www.igeo.pt. Similar to other studies that have addressed relationships between land cover

and wildfire in Portugal [20, 23, 26–28], the choice of time frame for the analysis was opportunistic, due

to limited land cover data availability at an adequate spatial resolution for the objectives of this study.

The original COS90 legend, which is hierarchical, with the most detailed level containing 76 classes,

was simplified to include the following classes: annual crops, evergreen oak woodlands, eucalypt stands,

maritime pine stands and shrublands/grasslands (Figure 2). Over the study period, a small proportion

(2.5%) of the burned are was burned twice. Using the burned area maps of 1990-1993, we reclassified

all burned areas to shrublands for analysis in the following year, with exception of annual crops, which

maintained the same class after the fire [27, 45].

Selectivity index: Jacobs’ index

Analysis of resource selection often relies on selection indices that summarize information on resource

use and availability - see [46] for an extensive review of commonly used selectivity indexes. In this study

we follow a type III design, where used and available resources are defined for each fire observation.

The definition of available resources is a key component in resource selection analyses because it will

determine the amount and accessibility of what is available and it is strongly affected by scale [47].

Resource selectivity was described by [48] as a hierarchical system of choices in which higher level choices
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Figure 2. Land cover map (right) and spatial distribution of fire perimeters (left). The land
cover map is based on a simplification of the COS90 legend. Annual crops correspond to 10% of the
study area, whereas evergreen oak woodlands, account for 18% of the study area. Forests are mostly
Eucalyptus globulus plantations (Eucalypt, 6%) and Pinus pinaster stands (Pine, 15%). Shrublands
and grasslands account for 16% of the study area. The fire perimeter map represents the annual fire
perimeter distribution per year between 1990-1994. Areas that burned twice during the study period
account for 2.5% of the overall burned area.

condition lower level choices - e.g. the definition of an animal’s home range will determine the amount

of resources that will be available to it [48]. In this system, resources consumed can only be determined

after defining resources available [47]. The analogy can be adapted to fire selectivity, where the spatial

location of an ignition is the higher order process that conditions the type, amount and accessibility of

land cover available, once that ignition becomes a spreading fire.

We define available area as twice the used area, by delineating a buffer around each fire perimeter

with the same area as the fire [26, 29]. We define used area as the area burned by the fire (Figure 3).
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Our choice is justified in two ways: 1) buffer size is the same size of the fire, so that sampling effort is

equivalent for both and 2) used area (fire size) is included in the available area because, by definition,

used resources are a subset of available resources [47].

Used

Available 

Figure 3. Example of the delineation of used and available area. The used area corresponds to
the area actually burned by the fire (grey). The available area (dashed) corresponds to the used area
plus the area of a surrounding buffer (white). The buffer is delineated to have the size of the original
fire, therefore the available area is twice the used (burned) area.

The use of selectivity ratios to assess differential degree of burning of land cover types fire is common

in the literature [20, 23, 26–28, 30, 31, 49]. Most studies have used Savage’s forage ratio as a selectivity

index [46]. The ratio theoretically varies between 0 (avoidance) and ∞ (preference), taking the value of

1 when proportion used equals proportion available - no preference or avoidance by fire j of land cover

type i. It follows that the forage ratio will present a larger region for preference than for avoidance, which

may introduce bias in the statistical analysis. To minimize such potential bias we chose to use Jacobs’

index, which has a bounded scale between -1 and 1 and is symmetric around 0 (indifference). For fire j

and resource i, Jacobs’ selectivity index is defined as [50]:

Di =
r − p

r + p− 2rp
(1)

where r is the proportion of land cover type i used by fire j and p is the proportion of land cover type

i available to fire j. Jacobs’ index ranges between -1 (extreme avoidance) and 1 (extreme preference),

taking the value 0 under indifference [51, 52].
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In this study, each observation consists of a fire (resource used) and its buffer area (resource available).

For each observation, a value of the index was calculated for each land cover type contained within the

fire+buffer boundaries. Therefore, the number of observations in each land cover class will depend on

the number of fire perimeters (or buffers) intersecting each class. Averaging fire selectivity over all fires

allows for inference regarding the fire proneness of a specific land cover class.

Linear quantile regression and randomization tests

Quantile regression is used to estimate and draw inferences about conditional quantile functions [53,54].

A regression quantile of 0.10 will estimate a function of the predictor variables, such that 10% of the

observations are below it, while a regression quantile of 0.5 (median) splits the frequency distribution

into two parts, each containing equal number of observations [55, 56]. Quantile regression is particularly

useful when one is interested in modeling the effect of covariates along or near the upper boundary of

the conditional distribution of responses, instead of the mean response modeled by common statistical

techniques, such as ordinary least squares. An excellent primer on quantile regression for ecologists can

be found in [56].

We used linear quantile regression to examine the relationship between fire size and fire proneness

for different land cover types. Quantile regression is particularly useful in this case because the edges of

the selectivity index distribution have distinctive interpretations. For any given land cover class, lower

quantiles represent fires that burn through a specific land cover proportionally less than available (lower

end of the distribution - avoidance region), while upper quantiles represent fires that burn proportionally

more than available (upper end of the distribution - preference region). Therefore, we are interested

in understanding how the predictor (fire size) affects the distribution in these particular regions of the

response variable distribution, rather than the mean response of fire selectivity to changes in fire size.

Additionally, quantile regression analysis does not require a priori segmentation of fire observations

according to size [26, 31]. Steepness of the slope of each quantile regression line quantifies the rate of

change in fire selectivity as fire size increases.

We computed and plotted estimates of linear quantile regression functions for the first significant upper

and lower quantiles of fire selectivity. To deal with clumped discrete values of -1 and 1 we jittered these

values by adding ui, which is i.i.d. U[0,0.01], thus replacing discrete values of -1 and 1 with a smoothed

response [57]. Identification of significant quantiles was done in increments of τ=10 and significance was
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tested for α = 0.05. We present parameter estimates and their respective p-value (95% confidence level).

All calculations and plots were performed in R, using the quantreg package [58].

To test whether fire selectivity and changes in selectivity as function of fire size differ from random

we tested the observed values of fire selectivity and quantile regression slope against a null model of

randomly placed fires. The objective of the null model is twofold: 1) to test whether observed selectivity

and fire-size dependencies are not due to an artifact of sampling design, in which large fires are larger

sampling units; 2) assess the impact of landscape configuration in the observed patterns of fire selectivity

- small fires are more likely to occur within a single land cover type than larger fires, thus are more likely

to exhibit strong selectivity - preference or avoidance [31].

To test the null hypothesis that fire selectivity does not differ from selectivity obtained from a spatially

random distribution of fires, we randomly re-positioned fire observations from the 1990 fire season. This

corresponded to 1670 fire perimeters, which where rotated and translated, to obtain 500 maps of randomly

distributed fire perimeters with the same shape and size distribution as the original data (Figure 4). We

assumed that fire is selective to a given land cover type if its observed mean selectivity (average of

Jacobs’ ratio for all observations in that land cover type) was greater/smaller than 5% of 500 random

fire distributions (one-sided test). P-values are calculated as the ranking position of the observed value

in the simulated distribution. The same procedure was followed to test the null hypothesis that rate of

change in fire proneness (slope in estimated upper/lower quantiles) does not differ from that which would

be expected by chance alone.

Results

Results showed that fires exhibit different degrees of selectivity towards the various land cover types

(Figure 5). Median fire selectivity showed that annual crops, evergreen oak woodlands and eucalypt

plantations tend to be avoided by fire, while pine stands and shrublands tend to be preferred (Figure 5).

The ranking of land cover types according to fire proneness, from less to most fire prone is: annual crops

(-0.78), evergreen oak woodlands (-0.38), eucalypt plantations (-0.53), pine stands (0.11) and shrublands

(0.35). This is in agreement with other studies that obtained similar rankings using Savage’s forage

ratio [20, 23, 26, 27].

All land cover types exhibit reductions in fire preference (upper quantile) as fire size increases (Figure
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Figure 4. Example of one of the 500 maps showing the distribution of randomly placed
fire perimeters (grey) overlapping observed fire perimeters (red). Each observation
corresponds to a fire and its associated buffer, which is subjected to a random translation and rotation.

6). Slope values were negative and significant (α=0.05) for the 90th quantile in all land cover types.

Annual crops and pine stands showed the highest and lowest rate of change (decrease) in fire preference

with fire size, as described by the slope of the estimated quantile regression, -0.31 and -0.17, respectively

(Table 2).

Figure 6 shows, for each land cover type, the first significant quantiles in the avoidance (lower) and

preference (upper) regions. It is worth mention that significant quantiles associated with fire avoidance

varied according to the land cover type tested - the first significant quantile for evergreen oak woodlands

was the median (50th quantile) while for annual crops it was the 40th quantile. Eucalypt plantations,
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Figure 5. Jacobs’ selection index with values of 0, 1 and -1 corresponding to indifference,
preference and avoidance, respectively. Boxplot represents the 25th percentile (lower end of box)
and 75th percentile (upper end of box). The median (50th percentile) is represented by the bar inside
the box. Whiskers represent extreme observations and horizontal lines represent outliers - an
observation is considered outlier if it is larger than q3+w(q3−q1) or smaller than q1+w(q3−q1), where
w, q1 and q3 are the whisker length, the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.

pine stands and shrublands had significant regressions at the 30th, 20th and 10th quantiles, respectively.

On the other hand, in the preference region, all land cover types presented significant regressions for the

90th quantile (Figure 6).

With the exception of evergreen oak woodlands, all land cover types exhibit reductions in avoidance

as fire size increases (as shown by the positive slope values for estimated regression in the lower quantiles,

Table 2). Rate of change in avoidance is positive and similar in pine stands and shrublands, 0.288 and

0.269, respectively. Decrease in avoidance for annual crops is the lowest of all, with a slope of 0.074.

Evergreen oak woodlands displayed negative slope, -0.11), suggesting increasing avoidance with fire size

(Table 2).

Comparison between the randomly placed fire perimeter dataset and actual locations led to the rejec-

tion of the null hypothesis (α = 0.05) that mean fire selectivity does not differ from mean fire selectivity

obtained through a spatially random distribution of fires (Figure 7). The relationship between fire selec-

tivity and fire size was tested through two distinct null hypotheses that compare slope of lower/upper

quantiles in observed and randomized data. For all land cover types tested, we rejected the null hypoth-

esis that slope in avoidance quantiles does not differ from that obtained for the same quantiles with a

randomized dataset (Figure 7). This hypothesis was not tested for shrubs because all quantiles below the

median in the 1990 fire data were non-significant (α = 0.05). With the exception of eucalypt plantations
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Table 2. Linear regression coefficients for the estimated quantile functions

Land cover Parameter Value S.E. t-value p-value

Annual crops — 40th
Intercept -1.059 0.015 -68.116 0.000
Slope 0.074 0.014 5.151 0.000

Annual crops — 90th
Intercept 0.564 0.070 8.0691 0.000
Slope -0.309 0.340 -9.107 0.000

Evergreen oak woodlands — 50th
Intercept -0.365 0.008 -5.400 0.000
Slope -0.106 0.036 -2.927 0.003

Evergreen oak woodlands — 90th
Intercept 1.056 0.085 12.316 0.000
Slope -0.280 0.046 -6.042 0.000

Eucalypt plantations — 30th
Intercept -1.139 0.076 -13.764 0.000
Slope 0.196 0.051 3.821 0.000

Eucalypt plantations — 90th
Intercept 1.180 0.066 18.123 0.000
Slope -0.220 0.042 -5.378 0.000

Pine stands — 20th
Intercept -1.124 0.075 -14.890 0.000
Slope 0.288 0.043 -6.73 0.000

Pine stands — 90th
Intercept 1.149 0.019 60.709 0.000
Slope -0.171 0.016 -10.597 0.000

Shrublands — 10th
Intercept -1.211 0.069 -17.475 0.000
Slope 0.269 0.052 5.148 0.000

Shrublands — 90th
Intercept 1.160 0.013 88.175 0.000
Slope -0.175 0.111 -15.774 0.000

For each land cover type we present the first significant upper and lower quantiles (α=0.05). Also
reported are the results of the t-test for assessing the significance of the regression parameters (α=0.05).

(p-value = 0.06), we also rejected the null hypothesis that slope in preference quantiles does not differ

from slope obtained with randomized data (α = 0.05, Figure 7).

Discussion

According to this analysis, rates of change in selectivity as a function of fire size differ for preference

and avoidance. For all land cover types tested, with exception of preference in eucalypt plantations (p-

value=0.06), we reject the null hypothesis (α=0.05). This suggests that for all other land cover types, the

observed values of fire selectivity are significantly different from those that would be observed if fires were

to occur at random locations in the landscape. Likewise, as fire size increases, changes in fire selectivity

occur with magnitude (slope of the quantile regression estimates) that is significantly different from what

would be observed due to chance alone. This suggests that change in selectivity as function of fire size,

is in fact, a property of fire selectivity, and not a statistical artifact due to increase of sampling unit
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size in large fires. This is partially in agreement with previous research, since [26] found differences in

fire selectivity with fire size, while [31] did not. However, comparison between both studies and with

our study should be done with caution, because both [26] and [31] used discrete and distinct fire size

thresholds to distinguish between small, large and very large fires.

Results showed that fire selectivity is generally higher for shrublands, pine stands and eucalypt plan-

tations than for annual crops and agroforestry lands. This agrees with previous studies that identified

patterns of strong fire preference for shrublands [26]. In a similar analysis, using Savage’s forage ratio and

the 1990-1994 fire perimeter database, [23] found that shrublands were the only land cover that burned

more than expected. In their analysis, forests (both conifer and broadleaved) ranked second, with crops

and agroforestry systems being the land covers least preferred by fire.

In general, all land cover types showed changes in fire preference (90th quantile) as fire size increases.

Such changes corresponded to reductions in selectivity towards indifference (Jacobs’ index = 0), hence

the negative slope estimated for the linear quantile regression at τ=0.90 (significant at α=0.5). Analysis

of quantile regression in the avoidance region (lower quantiles of fire selectivity distribution) showed

more diverse results. Significant quantiles vary according to land cover types from τ=0.5 in evergreen

oak woodlands, to τ=0.10 in shrublands. In general, we observed that as selectivity increases, the lower

the first significant quantile. This may be due to the fact that, on average, land cover types with lower

selectivity (annual crops, evergreen oak woodlands) have a significant number of fire observations with

Jacobs’ index equal to -1. This corresponds to situations where the land cover in question was available

but not used, representing perfect avoidance. When data are populated with a significant number of

low value observations, then it becomes necessary to increase τ to obtain significant changes in fire

selectivity as fire size increases (Figure 6). Despite the variable τ , all land cover types exhibit some

degree of change in fire selectivity as function of fire size. Such change is positive and its magnitude,

described by the slope of the quantile regression, is higher in pine stands (0.288), shrublands (0.268),

and eucalypt plantations (0.196), and lower in annual crops (0.074), thus suggesting that fire size has a

stronger avoidance reducing effect in forest land cover types. Evergreen oak woodlands exhibit a distinct

pattern, with avoidance increasing as fire size increases (-0.105).

Our results suggest that while small fires appear to be selective towards land cover, either through

avoidance or preference, this effect fades as fires become larger. This agrees with previous work by [26],

whom found that fire selectivity changes as a function of fire size. However, we observed that changes
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in selectivity are distinct according to the land cover type considered. Assuming that fire size is a proxy

for severe meteorological conditions, we would expect to observe similar reduction in fire selectivity for

all land cover types tested, however our results do not support this hypothesis. The effect of fire size

on fire selectivity is clear for most forest types, but less pronounced for annual crops and evergreen oak

woodlands. The estimated quantiles in the avoidance region show that selectivity of annual crops and oak

woodlands is less affected by fire size than other land cover types. Low fire selectivity for evergreen oak

woodlands and for rainfed cereal crops, mostly present in the southern half of Portugal, is likely to result

from the low fuel loadings characteristic of these land use types. In northern Portugal, where population

density is higher and settlement patterns are scattered, irrigated agriculture is more common, and low fire

selectivity for croplands probably is due to a scarcity of available fuel, combined with more aggressive fire

suppression in the extensive urban-cropland intermix. Moreover, it can be argued that during severe fire

events, these areas remain as priorities in terms of fire suppression or eventually become more pressing,

thus contributing for the relatively stable pattern of fire avoidance with increasing fire size [32].

In the ranking of increasing land cover proneness to fire, eucalypt stands rank between the least fire

prone, annual crops, and the most fire prone, shrublands. In many parts of Portugal, eucalypts are

cultivated in monospecific plantations for paper and pulp production, and such areas are under intensive

fire management and protection. Due to their economic value and active management, fire incidence is

generally lower, and suppression effectiveness in such areas may contribute to mitigate the effect of severe

weather conditions.

Given the dynamic nature of fire drivers in the past decades in the western Mediterranean Basin [18],

analysis of a longer time series would help characterize the significance of land cover as fire spread driver

over time. Moreover, a greater understanding of the importance of fire regime drivers at national and local

scale could be obtained if weather conditions were used as a predictor, instead of fire size. Comparing fire

seasons occurring under variable weather conditions would allow for testing the hypothesis of a cause-

effect relationship between fire weather and selectivity. Another important advantage of using weather

data, rather than fire size, would be the ability to determine thresholds in meteorological variables that

determine changes in selectivity, thus providing insight into meteorological conditions that act as turning

points in fire behavior. For the same land cover type, fire behavior (and size) will vary depending on the

characteristics of the surface fuels complex and local topography. This highlights the benefits of a regional

analysis to identify the site-specific scale thresholds (e.g. thresholds in fire size) above which selectivity is

76
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altered. Such an analysis would also aid managers, by informing where fire drivers are more likely to be

fuel-vs.weather- dominated, hence supporting preventive measures, such as fuel reduction or increasing

vigilance and preparedness when severe fire weather is forecast. Additionally, including co-variates such

as distance to roads or villages and landform position could be useful to fully understand what drives

changes in selectivity for distinct land cover types.
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Figure 6. Quantile regression for the first significant upper and lower quantiles (α = 0.05)
between fire size and fire selectivity (Jacobs’ index). Significant quantiles in the avoidance
region (lower) varied between 50th and 10th quantile in evergreen oak woodlands and shrublands,
respectively. In the preference region all land cover types presented significant regressions for the 90th
quantile. Estimated parameters and significance for each model are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 7. Expected distribution of the mean value of Jacobs’ index and slope associated
with significant (α = 0.05) lower/upper linear regression quantiles after randomly
re-assorting fire perimeters 500 times. The histograms have common scale in the x-axis for all
land cover types and the same scale in the y-axis for the three variables - mean fire selectivity and slope
of avoidance/preference regressions. Arrows indicate the position of the real (observed) p-value in the
randomized distribution. P-value is calculated as the ranking position of the observed value in the
simulated distribution.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this thesis addresses fire-environment relationships in mediter-
ranean-type climates, with emphasis in Portugal. Additionally, a study was made for
California. The main objective was to improve understanding of landscape scale fire
controls, through the use of historical data describing fire spatial patterns.

The analysis of fire perimeter orientation in Portugal and California showed
that a significant portion of fire perimeters in these regions have been aligned prefer-
entially, along an axis that changes across the landscape. In Portugal and California
synoptic wind patterns, dominant during the fire season provide a reasonable expla-
nation for the spatial patterns found here. For some regions, evidence was found of
interaction between wind and topography, further enhancing the hypothesis of wind
control on fire spread direction.

In Portugal, the comparison of orientation patterns between fire years with
high burnt area and low burnt area - under assumption that those reflect severe and
milder fire weather conditions - showed no evidence of difference in fire alignment.
This may indicate that wind control on fire spread occurs consistently across fire sea-
sons, suggesting that such control is an intrinsic characteristic of the Portuguese fire
regime. Episodes of prolonged droughts, coupled with heat waves during summer
and multiple ignitions, further enhance wind potential for driving large, severe, fire
seasons, such as 2003 and 2005 in Portugal and 2003 and 2007 in California. Testing for
independence between fire size and fire orientation allowed us to identify watersheds
where dependency between fire size and orientation cannot be dismissed. In these wa-
tersheds, consideration of fire size within the analysis of mean fire orientation could
potentially lead to different results from what we observed with a fire-event analysis.
Nevertheless, consideration of fire size into a orientation analysis based on weights
should also take into account the skewed nature of fire-data distributions. The ori-
entation of very large, infrequent observations would contribute disproportionally to
the mean fire orientation, without necessarily being representative of the pattern of
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fire perimeter orientation in the watershed.

Past analyses of fire selectivity towards land cover types showed that fires are
more likely to burn through shrublands than agricultural lands and mean fire selec-
tivity differs from what would be expected if chance alone was operating. As fire size
increases, fire selectivity varies but changes in selectivity differ between land cover
types. Preference of all land cover types is significantly reduced as fire size increases,
with greater and lower reductions in pines and annual crops, respectively. On the
other hand, results for avoidance towards land cover show that annual crops and
evergreen oak woodlands exhibit less dependency between selectivity and fire size
than shrublands or pine stands. This suggests that fuel control is lessened under se-
vere meteorological conditions, but this effect is more pronounced in pine stands and
shrublands. This suggests that annual crops and evergreen oak woodlands are less
fire prone even as fire size increases, which does not support our original hypothesis.

Landscape-scale fuel management can benefit from results presented here. Gi-
ven the extent of areas requiring treatment, land ownership restrictions, funding lim-
itations and conflicting management objectives, fire managers have to prioritize areas
for treatment and design treatments in order to maximize their effectiveness. Fire be-
havior modeling and empirical observations suggest that higher effectiveness of fuel
treatments is achieved when the area treated is intersected in the head fire direction.
This suggests that planning the location of treatments would benefit from a spatial
characterization of the most likely fire spread direction. Mapping average fire orien-
tation over a adequate time frame to characterize the fire regime for any given region,
provides useful information regarding historical travel paths. This suggests effective-
ness of fuel treatments based on historical spatial patterns will not be significantly
reduced under unfavorable fire weather.

Analysis of fire controls at landscape scale as presented here, has margin for
improvements and has suggested directions for future research topics that are of inter-
est for both fire ecology and fire management. The characterization of fire orientation
patterns would greatly benefit from the conversion of orientations to directions, i.e.,
determine for a given region, mean fire spread directions rather than mean orienta-
tion axis. While preferential orientation is sufficient for fuel management planning,
obtaining fire spread directions would allow direct comparison between fire spread
direction and wind direction. This would provide quantifiable evidence to support
or refute the hypothesis of wind as a dominant main driver of fire spread patterns, as
proposed here.

An approach was made to identify locations of potential alignment between to-
pography and wind, that are likely to induce fire channelling and eruptive fire behav-
ior. However, analysis was limited to comparison between mean fire orientation and
major watershed orientation which, in many cases, does not preclude the existence of
alternative forms of channelling. Therefore, it would be useful to consider additional
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forms of channelling, such as fire channelling in nested watersheds contained within
the original analysis unit.

Analysis of fire orientation patterns also highlights the importance of further
understanding where on the landscape fire occurs. Design of fuel treatments, fire
prevention and suppression planning would take advantage from a comprehensive
characterization of spatial fire patterns in regard to topographic positions, i.e., whether
historically spread patterns are more pronounced in ridges, slopes or valleys, and how
those patterns change at landscape scale. Such analysis could be compared to the
study of fire selectivity toward landforms.

The relationship between fire selectivity and fire size would be greatly im-
proved if meteorological conditions during fire occurrence could be used, instead of
fire size, as a predictor variable. Estimation of regression quantiles for fire selectivity
as a function of meteorological variables during each event, e.g. temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed and direction, would provide a clearer picture of how weather
limits fire selectivity. This may also be useful to identify weather thresholds, above
or below which, the rate of change in fire selectivity is altered. Additional co-variates
such as distance to roads and settlements, level of suppression and topographic posi-
tion could also contribute to fully understand the relative role of these variables in fire
selectivity.

Understanding what determines ignitions, what makes a fire spread and what
drives its behavior is a central issue in fire ecology and management. Moreover, it is
important to acknowledge that fire occurrence, spread, and behavior are affected by
several factors acting at distinct spatial and temporal scales. Furthermore, such factors
interact with each other and fire itself, at a range of spatiotemporal scales.

In a mediterranean context, interaction between fire and people is a given. In-
dependently of how society, managers and ecologists approach the overreaching pres-
ence of wildfire, a comprehensive knowledge of its controls is part of any fire man-
agement policy intended to be effective. Moreover, it is important to recognize that
characterizing fire controls in the past and present, constitutes only a baseline to sup-
port inference of how those controls will change in the future. In a changing climate
and in a changing world, it is pivotal to predict of fire drivers will be affected by those
changes and interact with each other. Perhaps, the most important research direction
for the future would be aimed at incorporating past and current knowledge in man-
agement strategies that deal with uncertainty of future conditions, hence contributing
to a more resilient and sustainable landscape where fire and people coexist.
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